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ABSTRACT=
This guidebook isdeigned to assist Comprehensive

Edployment and Training Act prime sponsors in obtaining the maximum
benefit for their participants, and themselves from follow -up and
. .follow-throuih activities. ',An introduction explains the purposes of
2the'gtfittebobk and overviews follow-up and follow- through. After an

.'Oferview.*.of the essyntial tasks for kollow-up, action planning
guidelines are lived for-each Aople seven task's specifiedl.(11 .

identify purposestof follow-up activities, (2) design follbw-up
strategy to correspond'wfth,purposes identified, (3) decide. on/
iproceduresita carry out the strategy, (4) develop aids for data
collection, (5) c011ect data, (6) analyze data, and (7) communicate
information for use according to identified purppses. The,next
section gives an,overNiew and the related,guidelines for the four
'essential tasks for follow-through: identify areas for follow-through
activites, identify available ineansof:participant reinforcement,

4 determine effective prbcedures for delivery of .follow-through
SPservices, and implement procedures.. Reference materials.containdd in

appendixes include sample follow-up 'questionnaire, strategies to
increase confidence in data collected by:-mailed questionnaires, and
,,information on principles .of interviewing, descriptive statistics,
graphic presentations, follbw-through staff, work maturity skills,
and implementation' techniques. (YLB)
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FOREWORD

Follow-Up and Follow-Through in Ekployment and Training Programs: An Action Planning
Guidebook is one of sixteen products and services developed for the Department of Labor's Office
of Youth Programi.These products and servicessare intended to comprise a "full-service" technical
assistance model that can befuld by the employment and training community to better meet the
training needs of staff and CETA-eltgible youth and adults.

The contFibutions of the Fort Wayne (Indiana) Area Consortium, Philadelphia' Office of
Employment and Training, and Kentucky Balance of State Prime Sponsor are gratefully acknowl-
edged. Trhese sites participated In the planing and i5ilot testing of selected products and services.

Appreciation also is expressgd to project staff. Sandra Pritz, Program Associate, was, the major
author.'Othertaff members include Brian Fitch, Program Director"; Robert Bhaerman, Research %.

pecialist; Bettina Lankard, Program Associate; Gale Zahniser, Program Associate; and William

Goldwair; Research Specialist.
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,EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

While collection of follow-up data is Mandated...for reporting purposes, creative use of the
f011ow-up procedure can yield a number of other benefits. The most obvious is the feedback that
can be used to improve program offerings, curricular content, and the overall preparation of
participants for a job. Another achiantage the follciw-up system can provide is the opportunity to
deepen contacts with employers in the community and to gain additional information about the
labor market and the hiring, training, and promotional practices of businesses.

. It is important-that follow- through with the participant be closely related to the follow-up
effort. die long-term effect of the prime sponsor's previous services to the participant may d'epend

..

._.., on.helping the participant (and perhaps the employer) to address any problems that surface in
follow-up. Counseling and referral, to needed support services or sources of additional training can
be of tremendous aid in job retention.

This guidebodk is designed to assist CETA prime sponsors in obtaining the maximum benefit
, fdrtheir participants and themselves from follow-up and follow-through activities: With regard to

follow-up, one of tI1objectives is to provide information about the procedures used by other
prime sponsors and their,thoughts about what experience has proven effective for them. A second

objective is to relate this experience to particular purposes for collecting follow-up data and to

provide guidelines for accomplishing.thosepurposes. With regard to follow-through, the objectkies,

are to develop pr'ocedures for'usingAiollow-up data to identify problem areas and to develop

k strategies for using this information in offering supportive follow-through services to participants.

.The guidebook is organized for.q.uick usage and ready reference. After andvervieW of,the
essential taskor follow-up, action, planning guidelines are given for each othe tasks specified.
The second section gives an overviewand the relitesividelines for the essential tasks for follow-
through. Reference materials to enable .users to carry out'the guidelines for these tasks are con-

tained in the Appendices. An accompanying set cd;worksheets provides for agency specific analysis

according to the guidelines. . .

se.
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INTRODUCTION
Purposes of the Guidebook

While collectionof Tollow-up data is mandated for reporting purposes, creative use of the

follow -up concept can yiald'a number of other benefits. Many eMploymenteand training agency

staff persons are aware that they are obtaining little from their follow-up efforts beyond what is

required, and they are raising questions about hdw additional meaningful information can be gleaned

for the agency and for participants. The possibility of using follow-Up information for follow-through

assistance for participants leads to questions about how the process can be structured to accomplish

this function without expanding the level of agency effort and funding.,

This guidebook addresses such questions. The guidelines offer principles by which to make,

judgments or determine a course of action; hence, they are called "action planning gudelines".

They provide concrete stialegies and suggested activities for relating those strategies to specific

agency needs.

Many of the guidelkies were derived from a synthesis of recent writings on the topics of follow-

up and f011ow-through. Flop /ever, not enough is available that is as specific and detailed as practi-

tioners in employment and traihing agencies need. Therefore, a number 9f prime sponsors were

surveyed to obtain expanded information to share.

Fifty-seven requests for information were sent to an approximately equal distribution of prime,

sponsors in large cities, multi-county consortia, and balance of state groups across all regions. A

later group Of sixteen requests was sent to prime sponsors in regions underrepresented in the ntim-'

ber of responses received from the original mailing. Agenc,ies were asked to share-the forms they use

and to indicate on them the questions that have yielded information helpful beyond the reportorial

need. They were encouraged to comment on effective (or', noneffective) aspects of the follow-up

process. A total of thirty-one responses was received, and insights from these responses are included

with the guidelines.

The gutguidebook is structured according to the recommendations of a number of employment

and training s aff persons wha need a reference for quick usage and spot checking of specific tasks

in the follo -up and follow-through.process. The guidelines are presented in task categories, and

a corresponding worksheet accompanies each task.
'-,

Overview of Follow-Up and Follow-Through , I-

Follow-up is a process of gathering job-related informgtion from former participants and their

employers. Nothing about the tern) "follow-up" indicates any purpose for conducting it. This can

be-a source of confusion, as people.may assume different purposes unless goals and objectives are

agreed on and clearly stated. These goals and objectives, then, give meaning to the4follow-up process

because they state why people are carrying it-out and what they 11-gang-tad° with the results. All

tasks withithe process follow logically op-the identification ofthe and objectives.

.14
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has been planned or begun. The goal jsjnherentto finish the work identified earlier. But are all ilk
The term "follow-through" is.nQt of the same nature; if indicatei carrying out to an end what

agency personnel in agreement on exactly when the work is completed? Is the agency responsibili,ty

. discharged when a participant terminates? Obtains a job? Keeps a job for sevei-al weeks,? Or several
months? To answer these questions One is required to go back to the original challenge: the work to
be finished is

"to assure that trainirlgjand other services lead to maximum erAploy-

pent opportunities a4d enhance self-sufficjency.s"
(CETA 1973, Sec. 2, p. 1) '

,,

Clearly, follow-through tasks demand some attention. cetaragaw
.

. .

The tasks presented are not cast in any-rigid time pattern; in fact, each might be considered

ongoing so that no decisions are labeled, aS final. Obviouily, it is important to be flexible since the
needs of agencies change, as do the needs of individuals. Furthermore, since, follow -up and follow
through come at the end of a chain of services to the participant, there is a need to adapt a changes

are made in the earlier service links.

No are the guidelines intended to be a programmed,systern. Not all of the pointi apply in
every situation. Users must analyze the important elemenfs in the process-and determine the steps
that should 'be taken locally. Major guidelines have been set in bold type to assist in working. through
them, and corresponding worksheets have been provided so that users can specify the ways in which
those guidelines can be implemented within their own agency.

The oext section of the guidebook irivolves planning for action in the follow-up area. The
succeeding section explores planning for follow-through action. Readers are encouraged to research

both of these areas further, if their needs dictate, by consulting the references listed in the bibliog-

raphy.

2
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. PLANNING FOR ACTION
An Overview of EssentialTasks for Follow-Up

A'

,-

In order to assist employment and training agency staff in implempntibg a follow-up process,
a-synthesis of seven,essential tasks has been developed:

.

of

A

, ,..-A...,.., NA

, Follow-Up T6sk 1:
Identify purposes of folloW-up activities for your agency

Follow-Up Task 2: 2 N
Design a fallow -up strategy to cdrrespond with thp purposes identified

, .

-

.

\
, .

,
) Follow-UpTsk 3:

Decide'on procedures to Cary out the strategy

. r f

... Follow-Up Task 4:
' Develop aids for data collection .

A

6 1

.

Task 5:
..

dStea

,
-

. Follow-Up
Collect

.

Follow-Up Task 6: .

Analyze data ,

.

Y

-

Follow-Up Task 7:
Coinmupicate information for use according to identified purposes

*

r /

I.
3'

.

i
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ACTION PLANNING GUIDELINE'S .

Follow-Up Task 1:

IDENTIFY PURPOSES OF FOLLOW: UP.
ACTIVITIES FOR YOUR AGENCY

The viewpoint is sometimes expressed that meaningful follow:up is a "luxuiyx" When time

and money are in short supply, quite often this area,''which is not built ivito the agencVs cost

formula, gets Wort shrift. it isimportant to think, the question through in a cost-benefit

manner. The effort can be justified only if the data generated leads to new insights that yield

cogent and helpful recommendations that dt3, implemented. If the results go unused or prove

a embarrassing and are "swept under the rug," the effort is vatted. A' point to be pondered is

that, if follow-up studies are important enough to be mandated, then their results should be

important enough.to use.

1.4 Consider a wide range of purposes io,identify those that have meaning for your agency, in

categories such as:

Reportorial (accountability)
Planning

or Program evaluation and improvement
Labor market information
Follow-through

Ow.

All prime sponsors surveyed gather information potentially helpful for reportorial, planning,

and followtfirough purposes. Approximately ()I:Le-fifth of the respondents gather program

improvement information..None indicated gathering labor market information.

5.

1.1 Istontify the decision makers and information users who might hav'e a need for information

obtained through follow-J.1p activities.
:

, A. ,

. .
t .

1.2 Form a planning committee of those who have responsilaility for follo'w;up and those .
identified as involved with,using the results. Also incJucte some of the employers who may be .0

providing f011ow-up data. The "Committee should operate qnder theleaderShip of a key person

with responsibiiity for coordinating follow-up activities. The com2nittee's-role should be to

develop a list of information needs and rank the items on ihe list. In addition, this group

should monitor the follow-up actAtities in a general way to aSsure that the information gained .

serves the purpoes identified and that those are reviewed perio'dically. , .- ,
..

1.3 Make certain that,the follow-up program operates as part of the agency's overall program And

serVes the agencts goals. Identify purposes consistent with the" scope of the agency's program

and the needs and priorities within-it. '

t;

II if,

o



1.5 Consider detailed aspects of each category of purPoses..Use the information provided on the
next pages to supplement your on ideas and resources. -

A
f '

1.6 Once the purposes have been Added, write tttem as goals,. Then write objectives related to each

goal to specify the desired outcomes. Be sure to include a list of specific information needs,
whO needs that information, and whe9 they need it. Try to write the objective, as clear and

concise stateFnents. State them in measurable performance terms whenever possible. These will

be the basis of the design of follow-up strategies, so it is important that they reflect the needs

as precisely as possible/

us
ti

'64

NC?
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Purposes of Follow-Up Activities
. .

1. Reportorial (accountability): This type of follow-up provides evidence that current services
rendered to participants are yielding results in relation to the established objectives and the money

expended (i.e., effectiveness, efficiency, and relevancy). It allows agencies:,j
a. To corn* with- Department of Labor legislative specifications for reporting.
b. To proVide support for the program ih respOnse to pressures to divert the resources elsewhere;

to compete ftit resource allocations

c. To advocate that additional funding would be justified or that existing funding sh
allocated in different ways

d. To provide evidence that the pr gram meetsCommunity., state, Id federal needs

e. For programs with program-operator incentives for quality placements -and job rete,ntion, to
verify placements and evaluate their quality

4

2. Planning: This type of follow-up contributes to administrators' ability to plan meaningfully on

the basis of information. It allows aticies:
a.. To contribute to decisions about expanding, deleting, or revising existing programs

sr

b. To find out how cost-effective program operatioTis are in ternVof, participant time, instruc-
tional time, materials and equipment, and use of facilities

c. To determine the number and kinds of employment of former participants and their

geographic and occupatioiol mobility 41, --N
--......,..----;.

id. To provide both internal and external justificati in for decisions

3. Program evaluation and improvement: This type of follow-up identifies strengths and weaknesses

in the program and solicits suggestions for improvement. It allows agencies:

a. To evaluate the overall effectiveness of services by measuring participants' ability to perform

satisfactorily on the job e

b. To obtain feedback about the program from participants after thtY have been in the work

world
m .

c. To record participants' observations about strengths and weaknesses of specific components

of CETA services from their vantage point i he work world

d. To determine program relevance. Are the- oWledge and skills learned in the program

actually used on the job, important on th 'ob nd consistent with job practices?

e. To identify needed improvemenjs.in (raining

f. To obtain employer input for us)in setting program priorities and giving direction for

improvement \ fe,
,

.., ,

a

g. To compare progtam standards with Od upational standards
e

h. To provide direction and emphasis for uidance and counseling

4. Labor market information: This type of follow-up supplements other sources of labor market
information to be, used in planning and program improvement. It allows agencies:

a. To obtain employer input for use in giving participants a better understanding of the wbrk

world in general and job requirements in particular

b. To improve relations between the agency and private sector, business, industry, and labor;

to inform and involve business, industry, and labor

7
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a.

c. To maintain and supplement information files on employers regarding level anzdtypes of
employment; hiring, suppOrt, and retention practices, and overall needs and ,expectations

d., To learn how new technology is affecting the job market so as to adapt realistically

e. To identify occupational trends

:f. To determine opportunities for job advancement

g. To provide data'to lase used in calculating the supply of trained workers by job category
. .

5. Follow- through: This type offollOw-up enhances job retention and career progression.: It allows
agencies: . , .-

1 '' ;

,
a. To determifie how satisfied employers are with the work of forrOparticipants

b. To find out how satisfied former Erticipants'are in their jobs /

c. TO determine how tlikagency could be of further assistance to former participants in terms
)

of counseling, placement, .Of referral; specifically if a person is, .

not employed'and needs job-search assistance . .

' ,-7- employed Put having probiarrison ih'e lob; needs job adjustment counseling or
- referral to a source of additidnal skill training - .

employed Put'Struggling With personal problems such as transportation, child care,.
l b llega ostaces .

employed bufencounterTrig problems based on sex, race, ethnic backgrOund, or
handicap . .

. .

, d. To finclput if former participants are roaintainingitelf-assessment through an extension of
their Employabilifi, DevelopMent Praii s and to encourage them to do so

e. To identify needs for services not currently provided by the agency or available thriigh

a

referral

44(

it

* Se,,the_second section of the guidebook for a detailed discussion of follow-through.
:4 4
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FOLLOW-UP ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 1
.

1.1 In our agency, the decision maivrs and information users who might havita,need for infor-
mation qbtained thibugh followNup activities are: ,.

. -- /

1

tt. 1.2 (a) Members of our planning committee are:.

.Their roles are:

0

1.3 Our agency's justification for expending effort on follow-up is:

s

(
Jp"

9

/.

,
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- . .
.

1.4 The purposes we should consider-are:

1.1

1.5 The detailed aspect {to 17e considered for each of these purposes include:

4

4.
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1.6 Our follow-up goals and related objectives are:

.,

...

,
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Follow-UP Task 2:

DESIGN A FOLLOW-UP STRATEGY
TO CORRESPOND WITH THE PURPOSES IDENTIFIED

2.1 Develop a strategy that includes, for the goals and objectives listed in Task 1, tht methods

chosen to attain the objectives, delineation.of the group to be studied, a_scheciule, responsibili-

ties assigned, resources to be applied, and plans for reporting and using the information:

2.2 ,Consider the advantages and disadvantages of various follow-up methods in light of the objec-

tives; the cost, time, and personnel involved; the response rate; and credibility of the data.

(Use the information on pages 15 and 16 for assistance as needed.) The methods usually con-

sidered are personal interview, phone interview, or mailed questionnaire. Of these, the great

majority of the prime sponsor respondents had chosen some type of interview as preferable.

2.3 For employment and training agencies it is important to obtain some information on every

former participant. However, identify a sample of the total population for pOrtions of the study

where possible,within the objectives in order to save time and money. Consider the kind and

amount of data needed. (Consult statistical references for information on valid sample selection.)

2.4 Determine if information is desired from employers as well as former participants. 1

2.5 Determine the time period(s) after participants leave the agency program when they will be

contacted. Federal guidelines specify that follow-up contacts should be made with some

regularity, but there is considerable variation among prime sponsors in the tine periods used.

It is important to review changes in legislation to ensure compliance with specified requirements.

'The thirty-, sixty-, and,ninety-day three-phase follow-up was most commonly used in the

agenciefsurveyed, but only 30 percent followed this cycle. The number of contacts,ranged

from one to five, and the time periods varied from five daysto one year after program.termi-

nation.

Important factors in this decision are, of course, the objectives and the resources. For instance,

if one of the objectives is to identify needs for support services in the early period of employ"-

ment, a thirty-day contact might be indicated, If information about the agency prograrrLis

desired, participants should have been away from it long enough to have gained some peTspec-_

tive about it. Job retention information' would have to be obtained at .a later time. Hqwever, .

some follow-bp contact should be made early enough after termination to assure a high firoba-

bility of locating the participant.
.

2.6 Analyze the resources available, such as trained personnel, funding, physical facilities;and

` equipment. Estimate program costs for each of these factors.

Access to data processing equipment is especially helpful, and usually becomes cost-effective

when large amounts Of data are to be processed. Investigate-this possibility carefully. Although

the prime sponsors surveyed were not asked about computer use, 20 percent indicated that

.they do use a computerfor follow-up activities.

2.7 Assign responsibilities and time lines to correspond with the strategies chosen and with the

plans for'reporting and using the information,.

X13.



2.8 Maintain an awareness that the ultimatwusefulness of the follow-up effort depends on the
validity and credibility of the strategies employed, as well as the care with which they are
implemented.

a .
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Follow-Up.Methods

1. Interview: Interviewinrii collecting data by talking With people, either in person

a. Advan tages

. (1) Questions requiring ip-depth,answers can be asked.

(2) Probing questions can be asked to clarify answers; this
understand the questions.

(3) Questions on complex and sensitive topics can be aske

(4) Thelnitiative for completing the contact remains with
ensures a higher response rate than.other mbthods.

(5) Unforeseen circumstances can be dealt with. -

(6) Reading and %A/citing a're not required of respondents.

(7)

'

b. Disadvaptabes

(1) For personal interviews, the cost of transportatkon is sighificant, especially if

participants are widely scattered and not easily accessible.

(2) Personnel'time costs are high; the process is time-consuming.

(3) Tfrained interviewers are necessary. I nterviewerbias may,be introduced.

.4

y telephone.

ensures that respondents.

d.
the follow -up staff; this

v
0

Public relations can be enhanced effectively because of the personal nature of the

interview.'
(8) The environment can be structured somewhat.

Note: The first and second disadvantages canbe-reduCeti,through the compromise of a

. telephone interview.' . 1
2. Mail questionnaire: A may questionnaire involves sending a list of questions to people and askin6

them to self-report and return the questionnaire bx...mail.

a. Advantages

(1) Thdcostis relatively low since responses are obtained without the presence of an

. interviewer. .

(2) Large numbers of respondents can be reached quickly.

(3) Respondents can answer at their own pace. , ).

(4) Geographically dispersed respondents can be reached easily.
.:.

(5). All respondents receiye exactly the same questigns, posed in the same way.

(6). Portions of the responk may be made anonymous if desired:

b. Disadvantases .

( 1 ) The rate of return may be quite low. Estimates of the rate,of return Va`ry4,1* seem

to average about .40 to 50 percent. Reminder postcards or telephone calls increase

the rate of return.
,

SOURCES: Material for this list has been adapted from the following..

Stephen J. FranchA and Larry L. Smiley. Evaluation Handbook Guidelines and Practices° for Measuring Employer

Satisfaction with Training and Job Performance of Former Vocational Education Students (Columbus: The National

Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio Stilke University, 1981).

Stephen J. Franchak and Eliseo R. Ponce. Guidelines and Practices: Measuring the Training Satisfaction and Job

Satisfaction of Fdrmer Vocational Students (Columbus: The National Center for Research in Vocational Educatiori,

The.Ohio State University, 1981).
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(L)

\*)

(2) The,method is retail/1y impersonal.
(3) Checking of reliability and validity of responses is,limited. There is no Opportunity.

to probe answers:
(4) The types and length,of questions that.can be asked are limited because of chances

for misinterpretation of the question or response..
(5) The method requires reading and writing.,
(6) Uncertainty is introduced as to whecompleted the form.
(7) Because the questionnaire tnay be read entirely)pefore response, queitiOns asked

later on the forrQ, may influence the answers to earlier questiOrg.

.511r

Note that some combination,of methods is also a possibility. Fo further discussion, the reader is

directed to Mail and Telephone Surveys by D. A. Dillmari (New York: John Wiley;" 1978).

a
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FOLL,OWUP 'ACTION PANN INORKS k` EET 2

2.1 The overall that_seems most appropriate fo our agency is:

aS.

20 The-follow-up methods most suitable for our use are:

f

ge

a 1

Vv.

tb

2.3 (a) We need to contact all former participants for information in these areas:

-4

44
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f (b) We could consider a sample for information in these areas:

t

.;

For our purposes, information from employers (would / would not) be useful.

. 2.5 The following time periods for contact will correspond with our objectives and resource
allocations: c

2.6 The re ources we can apply to the follow-up effort and the related cost estimates are:

4

4

q
2.7 We should assign responsibilities and time lines in the following way:,

'4N

I

V.
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2.8 Steps we can take to assure validity and credibility in our follow-up activities are:

-** *Oar

111
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. Follow-Up Task 3:

DECIDE ON 410CEDURES TO
CARRY OUT T.HE STRATEGY

rt

4
.

3,1 Considef how the procedures for implementing the follow-up strategy can be structured so as

to gain the maximum effectiveness. For example, if personal interviews arc to-be conductescr,*
,--

what'procedure would be followed for:

Making contact with the employer or participant (telephone for an appointment?-

letter followed by a phone call?)
Selectjng a desirable location for the interview
Grouping contacts in order to minimize time and transportation costs

, Maximizing uniformity
Elithinating interviewer bias'

If telephone interviews are selected, what procedure will allow for:

Timing calls to make the g reatest number of contacts in the least time

Arranging a time, when it is convenient for the respondent to answer questions freely

Encouraging acceptance of the call by the respondent

I

I.
-"itc$4,42

If questionnaires are fo be mailed, can procedures be included for:

Prepaying postage for the response-
Reducing the impersonality by a cover letter or other means

Assuring thatsthe questionnaires will be noticed

For any method of follow -up, whaktfocedure would be best for:

Pursuing no contacts or nonrespOndents
Simplifying the rest of the process, such as coding-responses into categories

Coordinating the follow-up office process

3.2 Be cognizant of the various rules and regulations protecting individual's righd, since these set --

legal boundaries for the work.

3.3 Employ some pretermination procedure to inform participants Of the follow-u

can.expect and tcoencourage their participation. Participants should be told the 0\.

follow-up program and the potential benefits for themselves and others. It should

that their response is important.

acts they
es of the'

phasized

. s

Some advance familiarity with the type of questionnaire they will receive or the kind of inter-

view questions they will be asked is helpful. These measurts can help to allay possible fears and

mistrust later on a6crbUild'a pOsitive follow-up relationsflip from the starf.

3.4 Select and train staff who will implement the procedures. Account for the reipdnsibilities

tbrdughout the entire process: development of aids for data colleption, data collection itself,

&Ste analysis, and communication of the resulting information. Develop*a detailed analysis of

the tAsks to-be perfbrmed to use as a guide in selecting and training staff.--'
a

4
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Staff training can to made available through consultants, inseiyice workshops, or other more
informal means. In all cases, the training sky,uld be as task-spetific as possible, and trainees
should be given a thorough grounding in ate objectives underlying the follow-up. For example,
staff who will be interviewing former participants should have an orientation to their back-

,

ground and previous experiences, and the need for empathy should be stressed. See Task 5,
Guideline 3 for. fur.ther di,scuission of this point.)

3.5 Deter,mine how the mechanics of the procedures will be handled (for instance, how to obtain,
file, and access'names, addresses, and phone numbers of thory be surveyed and how to
dupricate instruments).

3.6 Integrate these prpcedures with the time ljnes already established tel detail a schedule for the
followup activities.

a
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FOLLOW-UP ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 3
e

3.1 We can structure our follow-up procedures to gain maximum effectiveness by:
. ,

4.

)

3.2 'Individual rights, rules, and regulations that affect our work are:

7

t f

4

3.3 We can employ this pretermination procedure to inform participants about follow -up:
b

S%

,

4

t

r

1
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C

3.4 (a) The following staff members will implement the procedures:
o

(b) ,Their tasks Will be as follows:

.41

(c) Training will be provided by:

I

.7

O
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3.5 We will'handle th'ese prcicess items in the following way:

3.6 The procedures decided upon will fit into our time lines in this way:

0
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Follow-Up Task 4:

DEVELOP AIDS FOR DATA COLLECTION

4.1 Compare the options for designing or adapting data collection instruments on the basis of

objectives, data collection methods, time, and cost. Instruments are necessary whether mail

or interview methods are to be used, so as to standardize the data collection and assure that

objectives are met. Virtually all the prime sponsors surveyed use instruments,specific to their

t own operation. These, of course, correspond with a need to reflect locally - determined objec-

tives for the follow-up.

4.2 HoWever, it is often helpful to see what otbers in a similar situation have done. Review other

instruments used in the field; initiate and maintain contacts with other similar'agencies for

the purpose of sharing information. Appendix A contains a sample of one of the most com-

prehensive follow-up questionnaires for review.

4.3' In developing or adapting instruments for data collection, adhere closely to the objectives

identified so that each question serves at least one of the purp ses. Also adhere to accepted

practices of instrument development. Material helpful on these oints is presented in

Appendix B.

All employment and training agencies need to include questions about placement and questions

of a demographic nature. Of the agencies surveyed, 39 percent also asked about supportive

services, and 32,,percent sought program feedback. Consider these areas as well as others that

correspond .with the objectives identified.

4.4 Determine the optimum length of the questionnaire by balancing considerations of informa-

tion needs against ease of administration and response. As a general rule, a questionnaire to be

used in an interview can be longer than -a mailed questionnaire without the respondent ,finding

it difficult.

Those responding to the prime sponsor survey use questionnaires that range from orke to three

pages and 5 to 80 items, with three exceptions,of far more comprehensive questionnaires having

twenty-two to twenty-seven pages and 107 to 140 items. Sixty-three percent of the question;

niires are of one page. (As noted previously, almost all of tfiequestionnaires reported were '4

designed forqdministration by interview.) The average number of itemsper questionnaire is 63.

4.5- Select the type of question structure best suited for the kind of information being elicited.

. The basic types of question structure can be classified as open-ended, closed-ended (check-,off

or short answer), or partially closed-ended (allowing for an "other" response). These are

descilbetiond analyzed in detail in material presented in Appendix B.

Almost all time sponsor forms revieed have mostly closed-ended questions. Forty -six percent

also utilize.a comment space, and 14 percent also utilize some open-ended questions.

4.6 Word questions to maximize clarity and to be specific, concise, and objective. Care in word

choice can avoid a number of problems. Specific guidance in wording questions is given in,

AppendiX B,

27
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43 itemstems on the instruments for ease of response. For example, group questions with

similar types of responses together (i.e., open-ended, closed-ended). Start with a'series of
qlestions likely to establish rapport with the respondent, and sequence the remaining ques-
tions logically.'

4.8 Pay attentiontto format and appearance in designing ins uments. For example, ality paper
(preferably colored or with colored ink) shocild be used if possible, and the typing d design
should be attractive. Sufficient space to answer each question should be provided. view the
other considerations noted in Appendix B.

4.9 As you design or adapt instruments, remember the needs of people who will finally use the
results of the follow-up and include content that will be helpful and important to them. Inclu-
sion of anecdotes or quotations from respondents may help in interpretation. If suggestions are
sought, ask for the underlying reasons as well. When asking for assessments about the program,
distinguish between the overall program and specific components of it. And within a compo-
nent, say occupational skill training, be specific about the training course.

4\e
4.10 When requesting judgNents or opinions about "satisfaction" with training or a job, be aware

that refigonses will be influenced by the person's values, needs, expectations, and objectives.
This type of data, imprecise asit is, should not be used as a Means of measuring program effec-
tiveness or quality, but should be used to point the way for follow-through orpublic relatiOns
purposes. (For further discussion of this guideline, see Stephen J. Franchak and Eliseo R. Ponce,
Guidelines and Practices: Measuring the Training Satisfaction and Job Satisfaction of Former
Vocational Students (Columbus: The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,

The Ohio State University,1981).)

4.11 When constructing questions, look ahead to how the possible responses may be used. For a
questionnaire adMinistered by interview, indicate when a response should be clarified or probed:
Decide which of the possible responses should be put into the categories identified. Sometimes
this foresight will lead to restructuring of questions in order.to avoid problems later. Specificity
can avoid confusion that might reduce the accuracy of the data.

One of the prime- sponsors surveyed sent copies of the manuals prepared by the Massachusetts'
Department of Manpower Development, Division of Policy and Evaluation, and used to instruct
staff in detail on the bse of each follow-up instrument of their comprehensive set. Such careful

structuring should yield dividends in the resulting data.

4.12 If employers are to be contacted, use the opportunity to make public relations strides on I)ehalf

of the program and to elicit as much labor market information as possible. However, do not ask
forinformation that can be obtained another way. Here are some topics and questions to be

considered:

e Information about the respondent: title, busings address

as Information about the business: type and function, kication
Information about employees: number, percentage'by se/rage, minorities, etc.
expectations of employees: training, educational and other requirements, vidaknesses

and strendthswicountered
Perceptions about the program: performance orformer participants on the job,
preparednes,s in specific areas, recommendations for improvement

Potential cooperation: placements, on-the-job trajnineadvisory committees

r
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4.13 If follow-through objectives have been icfpktified, aSI: questions designed to elicit needs for

-assistance and to encourage continued self-assessment and career progtessiort.

4.14 Obtain input on the insfrumenis from the planning committee and other staff who will be

using the results.

4.15 Prepare a master file of names, addresses, and phorie numbers for contact. If computerized data

' storage is available, enter this information.

4.16 Pilot-test the follow-up instruments (and Procedures)with a sample of respondents. This step

may pinpoint problems that can be corrected early and increase the probability of gathering
meaningful and useful information. Check for the following items:

Clarity; how well questions are understood
Wording; presence of a bias
Form, layout, and length; ease of response
Usefulness of responses
Predictability of contact with those to be que tioned
Percentages of returns
Cost

S
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FOLLOWUP ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 4

4.1 (a) Our agency should consider the following advantages and disadvantages for designing

our own data collection instruments:

a 1'

( r
6 ,

Io ,

(b) We should consider these advantages and disadvantages for adapting instruments:

..,

.

,

g
..

4.2 0.ther agencies we should contact to share information are:

.

r

ca

m
.1

r

4.3 Key points for v4 to remember in our instrument development or adaptation are:

.-

t
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4.4 (a) Our.follow-up qilestionnaire will require the following approximate numbers Of items
in the identified areas for questioning:

0

. '. 9.

(b) The ntlimber of-items indicated above dictates the following in terms of administration
and response:

. 4.5 For the kinds of information our agency needs, these types of questions should be utilized:

4.6 Principles we should use in wording questions include:

11.

35
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4.7 Our questionnaire items should be grouped in the following way:

4.8 The foimat and appearirice of our questionnaire should be as follows:

f

4..

4.9 The People.whowill use the follow-up information would find this type of response helpful:

33
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4.10 . (a) We (do / do not) have a need to gather opinion or judgment data.

(b) If we gather this data, we would use it in the following way:
S

4.11 We have the following plans for categorizing and handling possible responses:

7 r`. 4/

- C

4.12 We are interested in gathering the following information from employers:

4.13 We are interested in gathering the followihg follow- through information:

4

34
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4. 1 4 We can obtain input on the instruments from:

4,15 Our master file for contacts will be prepared in the following way:,
0

U.

4.16 We (will / will not) need to pilot-test our instruments to check for:

e
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Follow-Up Task 5:

COLLECT DATA

5.1 Establish a detailed schedule for the follow-up contacts and associated agencyprocedures. A

sample sdiedule for a mail questionnaire is given on the next page.

5.2 For mail questionnaires, prepare the cover letter of explanation, unless this is incorporated in

the questionnaire itself. Include a deadline or desired return date, and an assurance that the

response will be confidential: A sample cover letter can be found on page 39.

5.3 Conduct interview data-collection according to established techniques for obtaining the

information effectively; Detailed material on this subject is contained in Appendix C.
A

5.4 Implement contingency plans for no-contacts or nonrespondents. Considerable bias of the

data can occur if these are not pursued and included.

5.5 Monitor the datuollection to ensure that it is proceeding smoothly..

rys

V
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Schedule for a Mail Questionnaire4

1. First mailing alert cards or lettet

2. Second mailing cover letters and questionnaires sent end of first week

3. First response analysis:

a. Begin running count of returned and completed questionnaires.

b. Attempt to find correct addresses for instruments returned because of incorrect
address.

c. Compile address list for third mailing of nonrespondents and corrected'addresses.

4. End of third week third mailing

a. Reminder cards for nonrespondents

b. Questionnaires to dorrected addresses instruments returned with "address unknown"

c. Prepare list for fourth mailing.

5. End of fourth week fourth mailing

a. Reminder letter-and second copy of questionnaire to nonrespondents

b. Continue response analysis
"4111,

6. End of fifth \meek fifth and f al mailipg

a. Send reminder card with cu ff date to nonrespondents

b. Prepare telephone survey list, of nonrespondents

Conduct telephone survey of nonrespondents.

5

S

SOURCE: Adapted from Stephen J. Franchak and Janet Spirer, Guidelines and Practices for FollowUp Studies of

Former Vocational Edlication Students (Columbus: The National Ce.gter for Research in Vocational Education,

The Ohio State University, 1978), p..28.

38
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Sample Cover Letter

Dear (Former*CETA Participant):

The Central Employment and Training Agency needs your help in gathering
information to inisprove its program and to extend assistance to you and
other participants. This is the first of three questionnaires you will receive

over the next year. Please fill out the form and j-eturn it before June 30 in the
preaddressed, postage paid envelope.

Your resonse Will be confidential anti will take only a feW moments of your

time. I have any questions about the form,*feel free to contact George 4a.c4-

Smith 76*-2984, in Centralia.

.0

10

410

O

,s.

se

-

Thank you,

Jerry T. Jones
Directpr

39



FOLLOW-UP ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 5

5.1 Our follow-up contacts will be made according to this schedule:

5.2 e (will / will not) need a cover letter to include:

5.3 The, interview techniques A should agree to use are:.

41
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''5.4 Our contingency plans for no-contacts or nonrespondents are:

5.5 We will monitor the data collection in this way:

4

43
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Follow-Up Task 6:

ANALYZE DATA

6.1 Determine whether to use an automated, manual, or combination method of analysis. The rule

of thumb is thatsnanual data tabulation is cost-effective forup to 100 average

Above 100, the computer becomes more efficient.

6.2 Defina.the statistical techniques necessary to analyze, the data. The object is to summarize the

data for easy understanding and communication. Dekriptive.statistical tools are of great use

in summarizing the data systematically. A summary of some of these is provided in Appendix D.
kW,

6.3 Post the responses as they are received, either on the computer or on tally sheets.s

a
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FOLLOW-UP ACTION PLANNING, WORKSHEET 6

6.1 We 'plan to analyze a number of questionnaires that would indicate considering a(n)

method of analysis: Other factors:

.I.

6.2 The statistical techniques we will use are:

..,

6.3 Our proce for posting responses is:'

z

...

: 1
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Follow-Up Task 7:

COMMUNICATE INFORMATIOI*F.ORUSES
ACCORDING TO IDENTIFIED PURPOSE

,71 Refer to the list of goals and objectives identified in Task 1 and use the list of who needs specific
.kinds of information as a guide for reporting follow -up results. Report to each user the informa-
tion for use, piAviding enough of the general background to give the context.

7.2 Prepare several versions of the report according to the informatioR and Zhe leVel of detail
needed (and understood) by the 'user.' Franchak and Spirer (1978) list four types of follow-up
reports commonly needed:

highlight report
executive summary
detailed rep t' .

" federal rep t

F

The highlight re rz may be of use externally as a public relations tal,*.as well as internally..

7.3 Use information display methods to present data in aslear, efficient, and interesting manner.
An overview of graphic presentations can be found in Appendix E.

7.4 Consider what will be appropriate reading time ,for each user. In a study of reports desired by
educational decision makers, Brickell, Aslanian, and Flarisom`(197.4) say that management
personnel were more likely.to request short reports (orie page, three minutes reading tirrie),
while program and project specialists were more likely to ask for medium (ten-pages, fifteen

minutes reading time) to long(one hundred pages, sixty minutes) reports.

7.5 Provide opportunities for discussion of the report's findings.

7.6 Ask for feedback on the usefulness of the information provided and make adjustments to

improve the follow-up process.

".
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FOLLOW-UP ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 7

7.1 According to our list of goals and objectives, these people need the kinds Of information specified:

ti

ti

1,4.12We will need to prepare the following versions of the follow -u eport:

a

isok
7.3 The information display methods Iliat,,wou Id be of use to us in reporting are:

7.4 The length/of report we estimate to be appropriate for each'of our users is:

V

I
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7.5 The areas in which we should be especially cautious in reporting are:

$

f?

7.6 Our plans to ensure an attractive report include:
...

,

4 .

7.7 Our plans for discussing the report's findi6gs are:
. .

../

.

I '

,,,
a

.5

7.8, We all obtain feedback.on the.follow-up process by,:

°

, .
. . .,* 1..

)

X

I

k

a

,
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0 0 0 Summary

An effective follow-up process begins with careful identification of the purposes of the

follow-up activities for the agency. A strategy is then designed to correspond with the purposes

identified, and procedures are.identified to carry out the strategy. Sir.ice a follow-up process

involves gaining information from data, the next tasks are to develop aids for data collection,

collect the data, and analyze the data. Finally, the resulting information is communicated for use

according to the identified purposes. The follow-up system must be evaluated with respect to its

effectiveness in achieving the purposes.

.
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An Overview of Essential Tasks for Follow - Through

ly

a

405

Tlie/ollowing set of four essential tasks has been developed far implementing a follow-through
component for an employment and training agency:*

Follow-Through Task 1:
Identify areas fbr follow-through activities

Follow-Through Task 2:
Identify available of participarit reinfQrcement

Follow-Through Task 3:- 1

'Determine effective procedur;es for delivery of follow- through services

e.l. ' ., .- ," v

0 - Follow-Through Task 4:

' nefQ114ment procedures c;
.

,,,. .

.

Le 4114
I

tirr'
I

to

/
,- ,

F

* Many of the ideas in this section were taken from Robert E. Camp411, Moire Ho, Catherine C. King-Fitch, and
Kenneth L. Shellburg, Follow-Through Services: A Missing Link to Empleyment for the Disadvantaged (Columbus:

The Nafi*onal Center for Research in Vocational.EdoCationAThe Chic; State University, 1981). .,

O
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ACTION PLANNING GUIDELINES

Follow-Through Task 1:

IDENTIFY AREAS:FOR
FOLLOW-THROUGH ACTIVITIES

'/4

1.1 Define goals and related objectives to clarify the aims of the follow-through progrkn. Consider
the statements reprinted from Campbell et 41. on the next page as an aid in making decisions

about goals and objectives relevant to your, agency.

1
1.2 Conduct a participant needs assessment using opportunities provided by regular job placement

and,follow-up contacts. The following opportunities are advantageous:

The termination interview presents chance ,to anticipate (and perhaps avert) possible

participant prqPleins; reduces the risk of losing contact with 'the participant; and

acquaints the participant with available follow-through services.

Thirty-day follow-up provides an opportunitV to ideptify problems that have surfaced

in the all-important first month on the job, when the most adjustment is required; if

a job has not been obtained or retained, it identifies the need for support before the

situation has bedelbe excessively negative.

,Later follovi-up contacts assure the participant that the agency is offering support on

a continuing basis, and tend to elicit problems of a different naturOhan those

encountered immediately.

instead of simply using the information usually collected during the follow-up process,

structure the instruments used to'reflect the objectives'of the needs assessment. (See Follow -Up

Guideline 4.13.)
a

1..4 Expect needs or problems related to the following areas:

job adjustment
job satisfaction
occupational skills
job search
personal,life
career progression
personal image

A detailed breakdown of job adjustment aspects that have provided difficultie,s,for former

partiCipants is proVided on page 58.

55
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Functions Of Follow-Through Services

Continued job placement assistance can help jobless participants. Program terminees who do
not find employment or who do become employed and then quit or lose their jobs can benefit from
follow-through placement assistance. The service can be useful in helping participants identify job
opportunities and instructing them on job-seelsOg skills that would increase their potential for stable
employment.

Follow-through services can help participants obtain further education and training for career
development. Some participants who complete training and obtain employment want to advance in
their careers, either within their current jobs or through other job opportunities. Frequently, further
education or training provides the means for career progression. A follow-through service pr,ogram
can help participants identify education and training opportunities that will help them'achieve their
career goals.

Follow-through services can help participants strengthen their self-esteem. By helping partici-
pants to obtbin, adjust to, and retain employment and thus to become established in the labor Market,
follow-through services can contribute to the development and strengthening of participants' self-
esteem. This stronger sense of self-vxorth may lead to their becoming even more' stable, productive,
and satisfied members of the work force.

Follow- through services can aid in reversing participants' long-term problems. Often the char-
acteristics that impede a participant's ability tt obtain and retain employment cannot be reversed in,

the short time period during which training takes place. L6nger-term intervention than is provided
in employment and training programs may be needed to help resolve such probleins. Follow-through =
services have the potential for helping participants over an extend d period of time to improve their

'11111long-term employability and careeriprogressione

Follow-through services can help to protect the training investment. Employment and training

programs are expensive. Although there are no official figures, local programs unofficially estimate
that annual costs per participant range from $yoo to $10,000, depending on the size and kind of

program, length of participation by the client, the services provided, and so on. This investment in
training is lost when program completers fail to secure and retain employment. Follow-through
servicesare. expected to increase the probability of job acquisition, retention, and progression, and,

in turn, to protect the monies that have been invested in training.

Follow-through services can help to reduce program repeaters. CETA program operators have

found that many clients complete training only to-reenter the programs and receive more training.

Some clients do this repeatedly (the term "CETA junkie" has been used to describe these "recycling"
participants). Many reasons have been advanced to explain this phenomenon: fear of trying to
suryive in a competitive work environment, poOFattitudes toward work, inability to find employ-
ment, inability to cope with job stress, and the program's failure twnsure participants' success in
the work world. Undoubtedly the reasons differ from one person to another and many or all may
apply to a given individual. Many problems such as these can be averteor resolved by providing
timely postprogram assistance. Follow-through services, such as job s r h assistance, work orienta-

tion, job adjustmerl counseling, and similar services, can help to provide the transition from training °.

to stable erhploymeht rather than to repeated training.

SOURCE: Campbell et al., pp. 13-15.
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Follow-through services can provide valuable feedback for program im ovement. Staff

me ers who provide follow-through services are in a unique position to obs ye the outcomes of

emplo n an training programs and related services. Their direct interacts n with clients and

employers in the labor market pr ides a view of how successfully the traini g mission is being

accomplished. By observing the degree to which clientsand, in to progra shave met their
goals, follow-through service staff can provide evaluative feedback t the ous program compo-

nents. Such information can be used in the analysis and improveme f services, not only those

within the training programs but those i the follow-through program as well.r(

Follow-through services can improve the image and credibility of CETA programs. When

employers, former and current participants, and members of the community observe that programs

are concerned with the posttraining needs of paTticipants, then the image of those programs may

ilb be enhanced. Follow-through services demonstrate a commitment to helping clients become estab-

lished, prOauctive,tand satisfied members of the work force. This kind of commitment supports and

strengthens the image of employment and training programs as contributing to the wellbeing Of /he

workers, the employers, and the community at large. .
.

IRV

.Follqw-through services can help,t6 produce societal benefits. To the extent that follow-through

serviceghelp clients become established and stabilized in the labor market, society gains in a number

of ways. Psychologically, society gains through the knowledge that the clients have become tax- .

payers, not tax users,-aid thatthey are coptribpting to the nation's productivity, not draining it of

its resources. Economically, society benefits from the reduction of transfer payments and the increase

in collected taxes, consumer spending, and national output.

c
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Job-Adjustment Needs

Personal Work Habits

? Work time: punctuality; policies regarding lateness, absence, time off, leave; recording work time;

staying on the job
Qualitative standards: accuracy, carefulness, neatness, artistry
Quantitative standards: output, pace, meeting deadlines
Responsibility: diligence, following through, initiative, volunteering, mature deportment

Attitudes and values: willingness, flexibility, showing interest and desire to learn, integrity,k

honesty, loyalty
Time management: setting goals and objectives, prioritizing work, using time well, completing

work on time

Interpersonal Relations
<,

Relationships with supervisors: ,expectations vs. reality, communication, asking questions to get

answers, accepting supervision, following instructions, accepting criticism

Relationships with coworkers: getting along, fitting in, teamwork, understanding interrelation;

ships, positive attitudes, helping others, coworkers as a source of help and support

Dealing with problems and tensions on the job
Dealing with prejudice

Organizational Adaptability
Official policies and rules: knowing company policies, rules, procedures t .1 ,

% Unofficial rules: learning the unwritten rules, protocol, "party line," sources of "inside'infor-

rnation"
,

' Unionand employee organizations: rules, policies, relationship with the-work Place t
Advancement: criteria for raises and promotions, informal networks; importance of outwarcjel

image, flexibility, dealing with change, attitude .
i

el

Job Satisfaction

Need for affective rewards: recognition, approval, sense of contribution and responsibility,

'advancement, affiliation, pride in work ,

Toleranle: for routine work, pressures of schedule, place in the "pecking order"; "rolling with

;the punches"
Personal factors and their impact on feelingsbout work and job: family background, self-image,

self-ofinfidence, attitudgs; values t
Outside problems and their impact on the job: aini13,4, personal, situational, health, legal, child-

care, financial . - ,

Money management and budgeting

Problem Solving

importance of early detection of problems
Identifying causes and symptoms
Pioblem-solvinvteps

e

SOURCE: Campbellet al., pp. 38739,
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FOLLOW1THROUGH ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET,1
,

Irmo-
ct,

Cur follow-through goals and objectives are.:

L

1.2 Our plans for participant needs assessment are:
,

I

4

1.3 We can rbflect the objectives 2f the needs assessment in our instrunnents.by:

1.4 The needs we know we will need to deal with are:

es

ti

59.
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Follow-Through Task 2:

IDENTIFY AVAILABLE MEANS
OF PARTICIPANT REINFORCEMENT

2.1 Use the results of the needs assessment to direct a search for and development of means of
follow-through support. Try to find a way, or a combination of ways, to meet each need
identified.

2.2 Investigate the relevant rules and regulations providing the framework within which reitforce-
ment can be provided. In general, thetypes of follow-through services that can be offered by
employment and training agencies include counseling an referral.

2.3 In considering the use of counseling as a means of follow-throug reinforcement, distinguish
etween group counseling and individual counseling in terms of potential 'effectiveness and

cost. Consider when each might be used to adVantage.

Group counseling techniques:

' Are less Costly because several participants are servedsimultaneously
Can reap the benefits of peer interaction, as participants can learn from each others'
experiences and are often more receptive to suggestions from peers than from others
Can contribute to ongoiqg assessment as individual problems surface in the group process

Individual counseling:

Can be specifically 'tailored to the participant's needs
Can'be provided at the proper time to be relevant and perhaps avert crises

.2.4' In considering the use of referral as a means of follow-through reinforcement, provide for
identification of specific services available to foimer participants both within and- outside the
employment and training agency. One useful outgrowth of such an identification Process is

the development of a support services referral handbook.
4.7

Referrals can be made "in-houge" for assistance in job search, job adjustment, career ph:inning,.
arid even occupational skill training to the extent that these are considered of a nonprogram ti

service nature. The prime sponsor needs to determine, for instance, if a former participir-coula\I
sit in on a group discussion taking place in the work maturity skills classes as a means of rein-
forcing some job retention ideas; or if the participant could gain access to individualized curric-
ulum materials to brush us:en an occupational skill not adequately learned in the service period
and proving difficult on the job; or if the participant could make use of materials about employ-

rrtent opportunities as they are received in the placement office.; Many possibilities of thljp type
could be provided without significant cost or effort, once identified.

Referral ofthe former participant to outside sources of, assistance offers tremendous potential
if a comprehensive job is done.of identifying and categorizing those sources. Institutions and

agencies exist that can provide:

Career planning
Occupational skill training
Help with personl problems .

Job search techniques
,

More detail on these sources is contained fn the materials for Task 4.
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2.5 Plan to make continued use of the self-assessment techniques participants learn in the course
of the agency programs. Counselors and participants work with an employability development
plan on an ongoing basis throughout the service delivery period. During this period; emphasis
on establishing self-assessment patterns to use after terminatiqn can yield important follow-
through benefits.rParticipants should realize that the same techAlques of establishing objectives:

--. measuring progress toward those objectives, and l'eviewing Options are life skills.

Where competency -based curricula are the mode of Servicedelivery, evaluation checklists and
appraisal forms areused frequently. Some of these can be used as Continuing self-check aids
later on. For example,' checklists from a work maturity skills 15rogram_are most applicable as a
systematized method ot reinforcing appropriate work behavior. Thus a retention attitude is
built on the foLkndatiOn of a concept of "success" as involving retention of employment and

A 'growth toward career goals. , , ..*...:,
.., . .

2.6 Utilize employer contact as an indirect means of participaht reinforcement. Employers have
,... -indicated,that they have a major problem in retaining disadvantaged workers. They need to know

jobs. All programs involving employer con t should be explicit about how employers can' assist
ta91. more about the supports needecflo maintain ew, and especially disadvantaged, employees in

in promoting job retention for their own as well as the employee's benefit.
1.

Employer feedbackitm jobperformance and potential problems can be obtained during follow-up

contacts. Also, informatiOh about expectations can be gleaned for use-in counseling situations.

N . Another advantageou§ technique is to facilitate the establishment of a'regular review between
employer and employee pf the emoloy4s-extendedand detailed employability development

'an. This,technique removes the agency, from the triangle once the-relationship is established

an sters a "let's workson this together' attitude that can be quite fruitful:

2.7 Determine the level of funding available for The follow-through effort in the context of overall

. program goals and level of commiimentto the idea of folloW-ihrough. In the study of sixty-five
prime sponsors conducted for, the Campbell et al. work cited, kt,was discovered that an over-
whelming majority of the bei'sonnel in.the programs had favorable attitude§ toward follow-
througri (even if they weren't doing it) because of the benefits they felt would be derived by

thejlier1ts, by the staff, and by the programs themselves.'The cost in dollars, time, and effort

of the,significant numberpf participants who complete empl mint and training pi-ograms ands

the!) fail to secure anere-tain jobs is an important factor. 4

Each prime sponsor must weigh carefUllYthe potential benefits of follow-through services
against the barriers of no designated funding, absence of central administrative enc ragement,

and program rewards derived from ininveliate\placement on tetrninatio'n rather Via frOm job

-stability. Wile some follow-through activities Can be initiated-through existing,me hanisms at

vii-tually no cost and others can be.added in an extremely.cost- effective manner, a significant
expansion of f.11ow. thrbugh services does demand a commitment of time and, therefore, money.
An ofte'ii-cited barrier to the provision of follow- through services is insufficient staff to handle

the increased demand.
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FOLLOW-THROUGH ACTION'PLANNING WORKSHEET 2

2.1 We-will meet the following needs in these ways:

----°-:--

i

..-

1.-

0 c

4

2.2 The rules nd regulations relevant to our follow-through activities,are:

..:

, ,
h

..

N 2.3 (a) We will'use grdup counseling under these circumstances:

a

/
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(b) We will use individual-counseling under these circumstances: .

.
2.4 We will identify the following types of referral sources:

2.5- The self-assessment techniques we can,extend are:

0

ki

16 We can work*with employers on follow-through by

A

2.7 We will commit the resources 'to the follow-through program:

r
5
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Follow-Through Task 3:

DETERMINE. EFFECTIVE PROCEDURES FOR
DELIVERY OF FOLLOW-THROUGH" SERVICES

4itt S.

Establish a systematic delivery system for follow-through services. The Campbell et al, study

revealed that even the few prime sponsor agencies providing follow-through services do not

have a systerdatic delivery system, and the services are limited incscope and duration. Esgentially,

a program component deemed worthy of inclusion at all should be integrated'into the program,,
systematidally:

3.2 Select and train staff who will implement the procedures. Use a detailed analysis of the tasks .

to be performed as a guide in selecting and training staff. (Such an analysiiwas developed for
the model in the Campbell et al, work and is provided in Appendix F.) It is expected that some-

. of the staff functions will correspond to thosealready "undervFay for purposes other than

follow - though.

3.3 institute procedures that will contribute atow-throil'.;8, 4 ng an integral part of the overall

program with the focus toward job stabilit rather thansil p y job placement. Wherever possible,

in the other program components, include follow-through concepts and techniques as part of the -

ongoing curriculum. The curriculum outline for a work maturity skills program is included in

Appendix G as an example. ,

. r

3.4 Build upon the current CETA philosophy and regulations, such as those that call for conducting

individual assessment, developing and implementing an employability development plan fill."
each participant, providing training and placement services,oroviding appropriate support

services to help. participants complete training an retain employment, ana conducting follow-up

studies of former participants (Campbell et al., 1981). 4%
f

3.5 Schedule procedures within the
,follow-through process to Meet needs as'-promptly as po sible

and to allow for information obtaided to be used in a timely way for other purposes, su h as -.
.

program improveMent.
e

,:
3.6 'Provide for continuity and consistency of service. Avoil;Lthe,adverse effect on participants

shuttling them from one counselor to another., On the otheriand, encottrage participants to

develop adjustment skills to promote self-sufficiency and independence rather than a depen-

dency on the support system. ok - 4?

. . .
.

.s.

. .

3.7 Establish the time period within which follow-through services will be made available to
participants. The services are likely to be in greater demand in the immediate posrterrnination

months than later on. Toward the and of the period plans should be made for other assistance

if it is needed.''

or 3.8 Build coopefative relationships with institutions and community organizations proy,iding,

services to which you might wish to refer participants. These would include, among others:

Vocational schools
Postsecondary schools such as universities, colleges, technical schools

Social service agencies
State employment services
Publio assistance departments

65
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Vocational rehabilitation
Libraries and other resource centers
Churches

Establish vehicles for information exchange. The ideal would be to establish a council for
Coordinated.information exchange among all groups providing services of this nature.

3.9 Develop and maintain a file and, perhaps a handbook of.ervices to which participants can be
referred. Include the name, address, phone number, a description of the service, procedures
to be followed, and background information so participants can be given an idea of what to
expect. Also include the names of contact people. Sometimes it helpful to 'make the contact
directly or to follow up on a participant's contact.

3.10 Keep careful records of Contacts, dates, and types of services rendered fo'r each former,
participant. This is important for efficient service and to ensure that contact is maintained.
If computerized dataistorage. is an option, those records cap be programmed and,.updated
easily along with the rest of the participanels file. Also, this minimizes overlap of fjle infpr-

IP mation within different departments of the samoagency. --

S'

ar

3.11 Plan to use the records and other solicited feedback to evaluate the follow-through program
for the purpose of improvement.

6
66
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FOLLOW-THROUGH ACTION PLANNING WORKSHEET 3

-
3.1 We can esfablish,a systematic itivbry system in the following wQy:

.

3.2 (a) The following staff members will implement the procedures:
,

4

O

4

o .
/

(b) Theis tasks will be-as follows:

A

0

s..

..

(c) Training will be provided by:

o 3

2

4

_



3.3 We can contribute to a focus on job stability byr

3.4 The current CETKcomponents we can build on are:

3.5 We need to consider'the follOwing in scheduling:

60 3.6 We can rirovide continuity and consisterncy by:

3.7 The time period for our follow-through services will be:

A

a

63
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S 3.8 Theinwhiptuticms and community organizations with whip we sho ;)1 d cooperative

'relationships are:
f

o

a .

4

3.9,6 Our information on referral sourceswill be handled by:

I

3.10 Our recOrdkeeping will be handled by:

A

69
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Follow-Through Task 4:

IMPLEMENT PROCEDURES

.

4,1 Implement all procedures with the follow-through goals and objectives as ov rall guides. The

participants should feel the presence of a personal support system, and the s stem should.prove

itself ultimately by increased job stability. --
4

4,2 Implement group counseling through techniques such as:

Conference or group discussion
Training groups or, sensitivity training
Role playing
Gaming ,

iSimulation _ i..,
. In-basket technique

Case studies .--,
Audiovisuals .,

Lecture

Each of these techniques is detailed in Appendix H, page 169.

4.3 Implement individual assistance through:

Individual counseling
Dialogue with employer
Intervention or'advocacy
Programmed or computer-aided instruction
Modeling
Exploratory experiences
Selective placement
Referral (

Reading lists and printed materials,

Tbeseoptions aile detailed in Appendix H, page 1e73.

4.4 Implement career planning assistance by:

"In-house" group assistance
Individual assistance
Referral to community services

See Appendix R, page 175, for more information on these methods.

4.5 Implement referrals to educatioh and training programs by:

Helping participants identify educatiorrand training needs
-Identifying education and training programs

Linking participants with education and training programs
Helping participants Implement education and training programs

Appendix H, page 177, explains these ideas.

ti
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4.6 Implement referrals to support services by:

Helping participants identify personal problems
Directing clients to sources of assistance

'Appendix H, page 179, gives further details.
c"--

4.7 Implement job search assistance. (Related guidelines are cpntained in J4 Placement in
Employment and Training Programs, Technical Assistance for Occupational Skirls Training

Project, Office of Youth Programs, Department of Labor, developed by the National Center:,

for Rtsearch in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1981.)

4.8 Recognize that some of the former participants will need assistance in more than one area.

Schedule these as possible to address each need in a timely way and yet not overburden

,-; participants with remedies applied all at once. .

/

..

L.,

.

N.
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FOLLOW7THROVGH ACTION PLANplING i/OkSHEET 4

4:1 The goals and objectives we will use,as a guide for procedure implementation are:

4.2 In our group counselirp we will use these techniques:

e

4.3 We wilf provide individual assistance through:

0

,

73
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4.4 We will implement career planning assistance by:

4.5 Our referrals to education and training programs will be through:

.4.6 We'will implement referrals to support services-by:

4v

4.7 We,will imp-1,ment job search by:'

ra
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Summar'y

ts,

Imp, venting a follow through component of an employment and training ageXTIorogram
requtres, first, id4ntifyingithe areas suitable for follow through activities. Second, available means
of participdnt reinforcement must be identified. After effective procedures for delivery of follow-
thrmigh services have been determined, the procedures can teimplemented for the benefit of
participants and 'the agency alike.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

r
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CETA FOLLOW-UF\EVALUATION PROJECT

. FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE: Y'OUTH PROGRAMS

DEVELOPED BY:
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

Every box should be filled in.
of the following codes:

\
Interviewee's Name:

Home Address:

0

If a question is not answered, do nott leave the box blank. I

1 If the qupition is not appli
.)

tab, le_

2 If the respondent refuses'to answer
If the response is missing,or the respondent c-3

stead, fill it in with one

oes riot know

0

Home *hone Number:

SECTION CONTACT INFORMATION
1 2 3 8

9 11

Interviewer

Date Interview
ompleted

Contact
Number

I.D. Number

Mo. Day Yr

Date
Phoned

Contact
Made

(Y or N)

t.

12 14

Interview
Completed

(11 or N)

r

Date of
Termination Mo. pay Yr.

Reason for Beginning/
No Contact/ Ending
Incompletion Time

0
.1

...

Final Contact Status:

15 16

19 20

17 18

Terminee Contact.
01 = Contacted/Interview

completed by phone
02 = Contacted/Interview

. completed at home
03 = Contacted/No information
04 =' Not contacted

Total number of phone calls
-and.home visits 4

0
'Why No Contact:

01 = No phone no. at intake
02 = Incorrect phone no. at intake
03 = Disconnected phone
04 = Unpublished phone no.
05 = Moved: address unknown,.
06 = Participant RTA
07 ='Coufd not contact
08 = Language problem
-1 = Not'applicable/

T'errninee contacted

r
5.

SOURCE. Olen Schneider and Jeffrey Zornitsky. data Collection Materials for Follow-Up Evaluations f Title II-B
and YEP Youth Programs, (Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Policy and Evaluatiop Division, Depart ent

Manpower Development, 1979).
.
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SECTION II: PROGRAM OF TERMINATION -IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

'21 23 24 26
Agency (primary provider of services) Program of Termination

. 27 28

31 32

35 36

H I
YEIP Component

01 Career Employment Experience (CEE)
02 = Transitiopal Services
03 = Career Employment Experience AND Transitional Services
04 = TrAnsitiOnal Services (non-Income eligibles only)

Program funded under

01 = Title H -B
02 = Title IV YETP

I
Makor service received

01'=, Skill training
02 = OJT
03 = Wdrk experience
04 = GEO
05 = Basic education
06 = ESL
97 = Employmwt/Placement

(transitional) services

(If terminee was in a C'ETP ln.school Program,
response 04 or 02 to question 33-34)

29 30
(Questions 29-30 ant31-32 refer only to those
prograrirtfunded under Title II-B)

Educational Linkage.
""""*"!"*"""" 01 = In-school Program

02 = Out-of-school Program

33 34

o

(Questions 33-34 thru 47-48 re only to those
prdgrams funded under Title IV YETP)

Educational Linkage.
01 - 1nschogl Program
02 = In-school Program operated under

LEA (22%) agreement
03 = Out-of-school Program

(If termide was in YETP In-school Program)'

Typels) of services received. (Record up to 3 responses. Rank in terms of priority.)

37 38

39 40

41 42

01 = OJT
02 = Wprk experience
03 = TransiiiOnal services 4

0

(Questions 43-44thru 47-48 are applicable if the terminee was in a YETP Out-of-school Program, see question 33-34.)

.? Services feceive.d in Out-of-school Program: (Record up to 3 responses.' Rank in, terms of priority.)
. )43 44

"45 46

47 48

01 = Skill training
62 = OJT
03 = Work experience
04 =GED
05 = Basic education
06= ESL
07 = Employment/Placement ltransitionat) services D

ro
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10 SECTION. INTRODUCTION

A. Background Iniorniation The following questions (49.50 thru 67-68) apply to the
period just prior to the time of program enrollment.

49 50 51 5-2

Sex:

01 = Male
02 = F,emale

4
53 546 55 56

Years of education
completed

57 58 59 60

4.

Race/Ethnicity:

01 -= White (Non - Hispanic)
02 = Black Non - Hispanic)
03 = Hispft
04 = Asian and Pacific Islander
05 = American Indian/Alaskan Native

OTHER,
06 =1,Chinese
07 = Portuguese
08 = Cape Verdean
09 = klaitian French
10 =Y,rmenian
11 = Russian saa

12 = Vietnamese
13 =

Age

Manta., status.

01 = Married
02 =Never married
03 = Widowed.
04 Separated/divorced

Native language

01 Spanish
02 = Chinese
03 = French
04 = Italian
05= Portuguese
06 = Greek
07 - English

. 08 = Other

14= ,

15 =

61 62 63 64
Including yourself, how many members
of your -immediate family did you live
with at the time of enrollment

65 66 67 68
At the time of enrollment, did you
earn molt of the income insyour
household?

01 = Yes
02 = No.

b

B Current Information

69 70

. 73- 74

Including yourself, how many members
of your immediate family do you
currently live with?

Do you currently earn most of the
..income in your household?

01 = Yes
02 = No

71 72

75 76

r\

Did that include your parents'

01 Both
02 = Mother

'03= Father
04 = Neither

Excluding yourself, hoolmany.dependents
did you have at the time of enrollment?

Excluding yourself, How many dependents
do yin) currently'have,

.

Does anyone else in your family currently
work?

.1 01 = Yei
02 = No

8 3

4
0-

t.

4.-
,

r
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1 2

0 6

3 8

I D. Number

SECTION IV: PRE-PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

9 10 11 12
Did you have a high school diploma
at the time you vrolled in the
CETA program?

13 14

17 18

A

(If yes) Did you complete twelve years of
education in high school or receive a high school
equivalency (GED) diploma?

01 = Yes (If yes, continue through
question 13.14.)

01 = Completed 12 years (If 12 years, skip to
Section VI)

02 = No (If no, skip to question 15-16.) 02 = Received GED

(If received GED).
What was the last grade you completed

, while attending school?

(Skip to Section VI)

Arthe time you entered the CETA program,
were you enrolled in school?

01 = Yes (If yes, skip to question 39.40.)-
02 No (If no, continue.)

15 16

The following questibns (19-20 thru 35-36) apply only to
at the time thrntered the CETA program.

19 20

24

How old were you wh'en you last
attended school?

26

29 30

33 34

(Calculate and code)
Length of time out of school
prior to CETA enroll/tient.

Date of enrollment in CETA
program
Weeks out of school

Did you last attend school on a
full-time cart -time basis?

01 = Full-time
02 = Parttime

Did you leave' school on your own?

01 = Voluntarily
02,= Involuntarily

(If termiriee had not received a high school
diploma question 9-10):
What was the highest grade you completed at
the time of CETA enrollment? ,

those respondents who were not enrolled in school

21 23

27 28

What date did y last attend school?

Mo Day Yr.

What type of school did you last attend?

01 = Elementary School
02 = Junior High School
03' Comprehensive High

31 32

04 = Private Trade High
05 = Regional Vocation& .;
06 = Academic Regional
07 = GED Program
08 = Alternative High
09 = Other

Did you last attend school during the
day or night?

01 = Day
02 = Night

O
35 36

. Why did you leave school?

Proceed to question 45-46, Section V.

84
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The following questions (37-38 thru 43 -44) apply only td those respondents who were enrolled in schocil at the time

they entered the CETA program (Question 17-18).

r

37 38

39 40
What type of school were you attending'

01 = Junior High
02 = Cpmprehensive High
03 = Private Trade High
04 = Regional Vocational High
05 = Academic Regional High
06 = GED Program

° 97 = Alternative High
08 = Other

43 44
Were you attending school during the day Or night?

01 =Dj
02 = Night

What Was, the name of the school you were attending?

..
41 42

Were you attending school on a full-time or
Part-time basis7.

'01 = Full-time
02 = Parutima

t

SECTIO'N V: POST- PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL EXPErttENCES

'45 46

49 50

What was the highest grade tliat you had
completed at the time,you left the
CETA program?

Had you received a high school diploma
by the time you left the program?

01 = Yes (If yes, proceed to Section VI.)
02 = No (If no, skip to quest(th,53-54.)

,

f

. 47 48

51 52

At any time during the CETA program, did
you receive preparation for a high school
equivalency diploma (GED)?

01 = Yes (Proceed to question 51 -52.)
02 = No (If respondent had completed

less than 1 2.years at ume of
leaving program, proceed to
question 53-54. if 12 years
continue.) "

Did you receivea high schoo' eqitivalency
diploma (GED) by the time you had completed
the program or any time since you left the
programs

01 Yes (It yes, proceed to Section VI.)
02' Nb (If no, skip to question 53-54.)

E, -
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The following questions (53-54 thru 75-76) apply only to those respondents whb had not received a hightiaool
diploma at the time of termination from the CETA program OR had not received a high school equivalency diploma
(GED) at any time since leaving the program. (Questions 49-50, 51-52)

53 54
-Have you attended school at any time
since you left the CE,TA program? ,

55 56
(If yes) Are you currently attending school?

01 = Yes
01 = Yes (If yes, continue I 02 = No
02 = No (If no, skip to Section VI.)

57 58
How many weeks have (did) you attend(ed) What is the
school since leaving the CETA program?

name of the school you are (were) attending?

59 60 61 62
What type of school are (were) you
attending?

Were you referred to this school by the CETA
agency or did, you enroll on yOur-own?

01 = Junior High 01 = Referred by CETA agency
02 = Comprehensive High 02 = Enrolled on own
03 = Private Technical High
04 = Regional Vocational High
'05 Academic Regional High
06 z- GED Program
07 = Alternative High
08 = Other

63 64 65 66
What is (was) your current (last) grade? Are (were) you atter*ng school full-time

or parttime?

01 = Full-time
02 = Part-time

67 68 69 70
Are (were) ycidattending school in
the day or night?

Is (was) this the same school you were in before
you enrolled in the CETA program?

Oa = Day 01 = Yes

02 = Night 02= No

10-

Questions 71-72 thr.u.75-76 apply only to those respondents who sire not currently attending school. (See
question 55-56.)

/
71 '72

75 76

I 1

Did you torpplete/graduate from thp,
school you were enrolled in?

01 =Its.
02 = No

(If no) Why did you leave school?

73 74
(If yes) Did yOu receive a high school diploma
or GED?

01 = High school diploma
02 = GED
03.= Neither

41,

1 2 ,
0 7

3 I
I.D. Number

0,0

S.

86
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SECTION VI: PRE-PROGRAM EMPLOYMENT HISTORY IN THE
ONE-YEAR,PERIOD BEFORE CETA

For interviewer's information: bate of program enrollment for termtnee:

-Date one year prior to, programtnroilment:

r

f

9 10

' Were you'employed at any time during
the one -year period before entering the
CETA program?

13 14

01 = Yes (If yes, continue.) -
02 = No (If no, prodeed to question 41-42.)

How manl'y total weeks did you work during
the year before entering CETA?' (00-52)

18 21

What was your final hourly
wage on that ipb?

24 26
How many weeks did you work at
that job? (00-52)

29 31

On whet date did you leive that job?

(Mo./Day/Yr.)

11 12
(Ifryes) How many different jobs did you
have? (Count each employer as a separate
job.)

15 17
What was your job title on the last job
held in the year before the CETA progrqm?

22 23
' How many hours'did you work per week on

that Job?

f
27 28

32 33

----..-

Did you continue woticer 'I.

enrolled in the,CETA rogram?

01 Yes (If yes, skip toiueiTion
02 = No (If no, continue

Why did you leave thatiob?

Proceed to question 41-42.

The following questions (34-35 thru 39-40) apply to those respondents who answered yes to question 27-28.

34 35
Did you leave that jobibefore you
left the CETA program? r°
01 = Yes
4)2 = No

39 40
Why did you leave that job?

A `0,

36 38
(If yes) On what date did you leave
that job?

-(Mo./Day/Yr.)

87e

I

As,
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The following questions (41-42 thru 55 -58) apply only to those respondeit;tslwbo' worked LESS THAN 52 WEEKS

in the one-year period before entering the CETA program (question 13-1\4),3:

it

41 42
How many weeks were Au not working
auring the one-year period prior to
enrolling in CgTA2

43 44
` .:

During the time when you were not working in
the one -year period before entering CETA,
did ychi actively look for a job?

-01 = Yes (If yes, continue.)
02 = No (If no, go to question 51-52 )

How many weeks did you actively look .
for work'

49 50

Iv

45 46
How did you look for'Work7
(two responses)

01 = Public employment agency (DES)
02 = Private employment agency
03 = Applied directly to employer
04 = Placed or answered ads
05 = Friends or relatives
06 = Other

The following questions (51-52 thru 57-58) apply if the length of time out of work (question 41-42) is greater than

the length of time actively looking for work (question 49-50). As indicated above, this applies only to those who

have worked less than 52 weeks in the one:year period prior to enrollment.

51 52 53 -54
During the time when you were not
looking for work, did you want a Job?

During tI'e time when-you were not looking
for work,: were you available for work?

01 = Yes
01 = Yes

02 = No 02 = No

55 56
.During the time when you were not
looking for work, what aerethe primary
reasons you did not look? (two responses)

57 58.

)

FOR ALL RESPONONTS

59 60

a 63 67

V

What was your to

61 62

d income (not family incOrne).

before:ta'kes in the ebtire entering the CETA program7d.

t

4

88
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'.SECTION VII: PUBLIC ASSISTANCE STATUS

68 69

- 74 75

)
Other than yourself, was anyone in
your familrreceiving public assistance
or unemploymen't compensation during
the one-xear peripd prior tb enrolling

CETA,

= Yes
02 = No

Were you receiving public assistance or
unemployment compensation during
the oneyear period prior to.enrolling___

CETA'

01 = Yes
02 = No

70 71

72 73

76 77"

78 79

1 2 3 8

0 8 I D Number

4
9 10 11 12

Other than yourself, is anyone in your r
family currently receiving public
assistance or unemployment compensaticin2

01 = Yes
13 14

02 = No

15 16 17 18

Are you currently receiving public
assistance payments or unemployment
compensation'

01 = Yes
19 20

c

02 = No

.10

I

(If yes) What type(s)?

01 AFDS. - 06
-og = Fo Stamps ) 07

03 = Unemployment 08
insurance

04 = General relief
Ob Veterans Y 09

=.1\4edicaid
= Social Security
= Supplemental

Security
Income (SSI)

= Other

Ilf yes) What type(s)?
. .

01 AFDC 06 =
02 = Food Stamps ' 07 =

*03 = Unemployment ,0t3=
insurance

04 - GE.neral relief
05 = Vrrerans 09 =

Medicaid
Social Security
Supplemental
Security
Income (SSI)
Other ,

(If yes/ What type(s)'

01 - AF DC 06 = Medicaid
02 = Rood StAMps 07 = Social Security
03 = Unemployment 08 Supplemental

r insurance Security
04 = General relief Income (SSI)
05 -- Veterans 09 = Other

.

(If yes) What t

01 = AFDC
02 = Food St
Q3 = Unemployment

06 = Medicaid
07 = Social Security
08 = Supplemental

insurance Security
04 -= General relief 'Income (SSI)
'05 = yetersths , 09 - Other .

...
1

SECTION VIII: RESPONDENT'S PROGRAM EXPERIENCES

Only one part (A through D) of questions 21-22 thrti 55-56 applies to each respondent:The applicable seGtiQn is

dependent upon the'program category from which the respondent terrpinated:

Part A
Part B
Part C
Part D

,For responder who terminated from a classroom/skill training program

For responde who terminated from a work experienCe proigram

For respond t who terminated from an on-the-job training (OJT) program

FOr respondent who termirwedfroin a transitional service program

,

4t.
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PART A. CLASSROOM/SKILL TRAINING
Part A is applicable only to those respondents who tqrminated from a predominantly skill training program. ".

21 22
t

23 25
During your participation in the skill training
program, what were you being treiribd to do?

(Census Code)

26 27 28 31

Was this an area on which you were
interested in being trained?

What was your weekly wage in the
training program?

01'= Yes a
02 = No

32 33 34 35 .
How merit, hours per week did-you Do youafeer that you received a sufficient amount
receive skill training? of instruction in the CETAp(ogram?

01 = Yes
02 = No

. 36 37 4 38 39 .

Ord you receive
the

cacfetrnjc;crareindlintgfor In addition
!question

to receiving training as a
23-25), were you provided with any

program? ,

01 = Yes

additional types of classroom instruction?

01 = Yes

02,= No 02 = No

40 41 44 45
(If yes) What types? (two responses) Did AUcomplete the program?

01 -4 ASE 01 = Yes
02 z= G 02 = No
03 = ESL

1=1)45
= Transition services

05 = Other

46 '47

50 51
.

55

(leno) Why did you leave the program?

ti

t--

48 49

52 54
On what date did you leave this program?

(Mo./Day/Yr.)

DIRT B RK EXPERIENCE
Part Bls applicable only to those respondents who.terminated from a predominantly work experience prog .

21 22

1.1
23 25

What was your job title while you were
enrolled in CE.TA?.

1-Census Code)



41

4

26 27

32'"`" 33

36 37

1

40 41

*

44 45

46 47

50 51

55 56

Howany hours did we', work
per week? r ,

to-.

ti

,Did as pact of a work crew,
with other persons your sg4 or by
Ourself under adult supervili 7

, e .
01'= Work clew

oe I p
02 = By yourself with adult rvision

. e.
. St

Do you fkel that yourecc)ved a, trcierre
. . ,

' amount oo, supervision white in t e '
'CETA prokrajp?

' .

O1 = vts
as

4

. ,... 'so \02,-= NO

Did you receive academic credit for
your work,

01 = Yes
02 = No

(U yes) 'What types? ,

01 = ABE ,

02 GED
03 = ESL
04 -- Qther

(If no) Why did you leave the program?

28 31
at was your hourly wage,rate'7

'34 35
(If responde t was part of a work crew)
What was th ;owl number of CETA youth
workers in th crew?

3

.

38 ;'3.9
Do you feel that the supervision u received
was sufficient to be able to dead rood sob?

loo
. 01 = Yes

02= No

.:.o fl
43

Other than working as a
(question 23-25), did you receive any form

.
of classroom tramilig while in the program?. 01 = Yes
02 No

f

48 49
Did you complete he pr rh?

01 Yes d

02 No .

52 54

(If respondent completed the *rogram, questIon 48-49)

Aref you currently employed in this job?

011= Yes
02 = No

On'what date did you leave the CETA
program? ,

(Mo /1Day/Yr

.11

o

. ,

PART C ON-THE-JOB TRAINING , o .., ....,

Part C is applicable only to those respondents who termilied from a predominantly on -the jab trFtwing (OJT):
I

program. , ' 11 . 1

2J 22
White partiCiPating.irtypirr onthe-job
training program, were you ,being trained
for a specific 2ype of job?

01 dYes
.'Q2 =No

fl

23 25

91

(If yes) 'Nhat was the specifljob you
Were bet 4trainpd for?

I o

(Census Code)

8 6

.e

MS .
4 \

r
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26 27

32-

36 37

40 41

NM

46 47

50 51

55 56'

_

.40
How nnany hours did you work
Per week?' .

."
.

,,

C.
28 -31

What was your hourly wage rate?
- 4

Do.you feel you received suf limn/
training on Oe lob?

91 .2Yes
02 = No

On your particular vvorksite, was there
a'group oCETA workers or,were you
the only one?

01 = Group
02 = Self

you receive any form of
classroom training?

01 = Yes
02 = No

Did you complete the program?

01 = Yes
02 = No

(1 f respondent aid not complLe program)
Why did you leave the'program?

4

42 43

48 ,49

52

."1
Qo you feel th '& the supervision you received.
was sufficsnt to be able to do a good lob?

- 01 -Yes
02 = No

Did you receive academic credit for your
work?

01 = Yes
02 = No

(If yes) What types?

01 T.' ABE
02 = GED
03 = ESL

Skill training
05 - Other

.0

-

(If yes) Are you currently employed it
this lob?.

01-- Yes
02 -7- No

54
On what date did you leave theCETA
program?

, ,

e (Mo./Day/Yr.)

.

sof

a

*te

).
4 i PART ,' TRANSIPQNAL SERVItES ,

"Part 0 15 applsc.able only to those respondents Who terminated frpm predominantly itansitional service Programs.
. .

Did you receive counseling oranstruction irr.4ny o t e o owing spec' lc are s.

2-1\- 22
t

Occupational/Career Counseling?

01 = Yes. 11

fj2 = No 4p e. /
,

ti
c obt

23 25

n

oI

.

4

:

(-.

, .
., 4

.
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' . PART A. Transitional seonces-AUestions 5T58 thru 65 -66, apply to alf respondents with the exception of those
. '. '. --terminating from *dominantly transitional services"programs. Ilt .

o

r
'57 58

, 4, :

%
59 607- . .'

OccUpalionaffcoreei counseling?. soCounseling
regarding work habits?

..i01 - Yes --..
02' t4c 41, -

S

.ii.,

ti

' 26 27

32 33

(If ybs) How would you rate this
aspect of the program?

01 = Excellent
02 = Good
03\ Fair
04 = Poor

Counseling regarding work habits?

01 = Yes
02 -= No

M 37 . '
. Resume prepbration/completAlif

job applications?

01 =Yes
02 = No

40 41

44 45

1'

Job intervieyving techniques?

01 = Yes
02 = No

Job finc-rig techniques?

01 = Yes
02 = No

48 49
Did you complete the program?

.01 = Ye;
02 No

'52 54
On what date did you leave the

, CETA program?

lIV10./Day/Yr4

;

e

o

28 -ow 31

34 a 35

38 3p

42 43

46 47

50

I

a
(If yes) How, would you rate this aspect
of the program?

01 = Excellent
02 = Good
03 Fair
04 = Pbtir

(If yes) How would you rpte this aspect
of the program?

01 = Excdpent
02 GOod
03 = Fair
04 = Pbor

07.

(It yes) How would you rate this aspect
of the program?

OT = Excellent
02 = Good
03 = Fair
04 = Poor

(Ifyes) How would you rate this aspect
of the program?

01,=. Excellent
02 =.Good
03 = Fair
04 = Poor

51
(11 no3 Why did you leave the program?

I ,

55' 56

SECTION, IX: TRANSITIONAL/Si/SPORTIVE:SERVICES

While in the CETA program, did you receive any Qf the following services?

. -

93

OT s= Yes

02 =. No

a



61 62

5 ,66

I

Counseling regarding resume preparation/
completion of lob applications?

01 -= Yes
02 = No

Counseling regarding job finding techniques?

63 64
Counseling regarding job interviewing
techniques?

01 = Yes
02 =.No

1

01 = Yes
02 = No `S.

PA B. St) PORTIVE SEAVICES For *;11 respondents

While in the CETA program, dt; you receive. any of the following services? .

07 68
Health care?.

01 = Yes
I 02 = No

. .

714 72
Transportation2

01 z/es
_ 02 = No

f

I.D. (\lumber

69 70
Child/day care?

01 = Yes
02 = No

73 \7.4
Personal counseling?

01 Yes

02 = No

.
Are you currently receiving any of the following services? ...

9 10

141
Health care?

01. = Yes
=.1\jo

Transgortatitnr
,Ot= Yes
02 = *No

(

11 12
\ Child carde?

01 Yes, .

02 = It

15: 16

SECTIODI X: RESPONDENT'S

17 38. .
How didaou hear about The CETA-
prbgramr

21' 22
Do you.feel that your iSarticipation in
CETA has irtgroVed your chances of
finding and kbeOinga job?....o. *
01 = Yes
02 = No .411

.bF PROGRAM

19 20
Why didcou enroll the CETA program'

.

re

_ .
.

23 24,

.5)

Personal counseling?

.01 = Yes.
02 -,No

,

It

4

1



lI

25 26 0

Because of your CETA rtical aon, do ,

27 28
,

Do you feel you had sufficient access to services
you think you have (had better chanct
of returning to or staying in school'

01 -= Yes
02 = No

(If no) Which particular services were
not sufficient? (two resporrites)

01 = Personal counseling
02 = Career counseling

.

Would you recommend the program I
to others?

"4*

such as personal counseling and career
counseling?

01 = Yes
02 = No

c

°
What were the best twithings about the
program?

20

29 30 33 34

31 32 35 36

37 38 39 40
How would you improve the program?

01 = Yes
02 = No

0

SECTION XI: SUMMARY lzT-CETA INFORMATION

41 42

45 46

49. 50

How many jobs have you held sinceleng
the CETA program? t,If none., proceed/6
Section XVII.)

AMe time you lef t yo CETA program
on date of termina
tion,p. 1), did you have a job?

,

, 01 = Yes (If yes; proceed)
02 =igo*(If no, skijito question 64.54)

'Was there a gap between the time you
finished actively p,prtic.ipating OS your CETA,
program and the time you obtained that job?

01 = Yes (If yes, proceed) 41

. 02 = No (If no: code question 51.52 as zero
and proceed to 'flue tion 67-69,,page 16.)

43 44
Are you currently.erpployed?'

01 = Yes
02 = No"

1.

Did you find yOur own lob or did the CETA
agency find it for you?

.5i 5.2

01 = Found own job
02 = CETA agency found job

How many wdeks after you finishedTMactrvely
participating in ),%our.CETA program did it
,take to obtain that3bb?

Pr2ceed to question.67-69, page 16. .

SECTION XII: RESPONDENT'S- MST JOI5 FTER CETA
, For those respondents Who havelleldat le-ast_one_lcila_aftes CETA

Questions 53-54 thru 65:66 apply only to those res'poilknts who did not have a job at the time they ,left.
CETA Program (qUettion 45-46,.above).

53 54
t*. How many weeks af ter leavfhg the CETA

'program did it take to obtain your first job?

1,

55 56
Diet you actively look for ihse entire -
week period? (See previous question.)

01 = yes (If yes, skip to questidn 67-59,page lq.) .

02 = No (If no, Continue.) :



57 58

11111

C
ti

61 62

ot.

During the time when y ou were tot lodking
for work, did you want 6.job7

01 ='-'Yes
02 = No

0 4.6

59

65

so

se

Wire_you available for work during that time?

01 = Yes '

02 = No

Q3 64

What were the primary, relsonsyou did
not look for a job during that lime'
(two responses)

gioik did you find your first fob after leaving
the CETA program?

01 = CETA agency
10 02,-- DES

03 = Privaje agency
04 --Friend"
05 = Newspaper
06 = Walk-in
07 = School
08 = Other

FOR ALL RESPONDENTS (who have at least one job) r
67 69,

On what date did you begin your firstob after the CETA
program'

(Yo./Day/Yr,)
(Code date of termination if lob is same as lob held
while in program.)

Company Name

Business Address
1 t No. & Street ,City

What does your company do?

s

IP State

1 2

1 0

3 8

it

O

1,D.- Number. *

70

.:e>
Zip

72

I 6

Questions 9 11 thru 24-25 refer td the respondent'satarting job position with the company named abovq.

.
What was pour starting job title?

15

t

Whatlhas your starimg wage
per hour? (InNude bonuses,
tips, commissions)

96

9

I

16 17

1

How many hours did you work per Week?



te

' 18 19

lirig

22. 23

26

Would you have Preferred to work ...

01 = More
02 = Less
03 = The same

...amount of hours?

After being hired, how many weeks did
it take befOre you could perform your
duties on your own?

.28
What was your new job title?

(Census Code)

O

A 20 21
g?

24 25

29 30

After being employed for one week, did you
receive anytraming at work from your
employer?

01 = Yes
02 = No

While working for this employer, did you
have a change in lobs?

01 = Yes (If yes, continue.)
02 = No'(lf no, Skip to question 31-32.)

Was the new job a promoteon?

01 = Yes
02 = No

12,

FOR ALL RESPONDENTS (who had at least one job): . 4 i
31 32

% 33 36 4.°

Did you receive any change in your (if yes) What was your final
hourly wage rate? $ I hourly wage?

01 = Y &s (If no, write in same hourly wage

02 = No # as in question 12-15.1

P , /I - 7.
Only one Part (A through D) of questions 37-38 thru 43-44 applies to each respondent The applicable
dependent upon`the major o (ram category from which the respondent terminated:

Part A --6 For respondent who terminated from a classroom/skill trainihiprogram
Part B - For rtspon,dent who terminated from a work experience program

Part C - For respondent who terininated from an OJT program ..
-As

Part D - For respondent who terminated fronts transitional serve s.program
. r

4- 5..

1 1

a

I

PART A - For Classroom /Skill Teaining Participants Only

37 38

41" 42

Did the CETA training influence your
decision to look for.this.kind of job?

01 = Yes
e

How many hours did you yvork
perday? hours

Of these hour$, how,Many hours
per day did yoU use your ETA'training?

(ExPress in terms of an 8hour day use

conversion chartArnecestary)

39 40

43 .

sectron is

-4!

Was this position4work related to your
CETA training?

01 = Ys
'02 = NeT

Do you think you could have obtained '
this job withounhe training services (not
the placement) prtivided by the CFA progran?

0-1-= 'des
02= No

a

4 110

vo.

\97

a

t.
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PART B For Work Experience Partiqpants Only

-37 38
, Did your CETA participation provide you

7
expected of you on,the job? (i.e., tardiness,
absenteeism, other work habits)

-0t = Yes
02 = No

41..42
DO you think you could have obtained
this job without the work experience (not
the placement) provided by CETA'

. 01 = Yes
02 = No

39 40

43 44

Did your CETA participation improve your A

a i ity to comptte the tasks on your job' 12

01 = Yes
02= No

PART C For OJT ParticipantsOnly

37 38

t 41 42

Is (was) this job ...

01 = The same job you were Ulainedin
(same employer and job as you
were trained in)

02 = A different lob than the,..one you
were trained in (different employer
or lobs

How many hours did you Work per
day' ' hours

Of /hese _hours, how many hours
per day did you use your CETA training?

(Expsess irrterms of an 8hour day; use
4nversion chaft jf necessary.) .

111il!Z

39 40

43 44

(If different job): Did the CETA training
influence your decision to obtain this kind
of lob?

01 = Yes
02 =, N.o

Do you think you could have obtained
this jdb without the training (no? the
placement) provided by the CETA program'

b1 = Yes
02 = No

e '

PART D For Transition Services Participants;

37 38
Did /be services you received provide you
with agooa understanding of willat was
txpected of you on this job? (i.e., tardiness,
Asenteeism, other work habits)

-01 = Yes,
02 = No

. Did the CETA program influence yo
decision to (Attain this type of job?

01 = Yes
02= No .

39 40

A

Did the services you received improve'your
ability to perform the tasks on your job?

01 = Yes
02 ,No

A
4

o

98

83 ./
o

f.

0,

.



54

o':

0

.

FOR ALL TERM1NE,ESwho had at least one job):

45 46, 1. 47 48
All things considered, how would you
rate this job (type of work)?

49 50.

° 53 054

' 01 = Excellent
02 = Good

_03-= Fair
04 = Poor

"Now many weeks did you work at
this lob?

Why did you leave this job?,

51 52

All things considered, how would you rate
this employei2

01 = Excellent
02 = Good
03 = Fair
04 ="Poor

Are you currently employed in this job?.

01 - Yes (If yes, go to Section XVIII
' 02 = No (If no, continue to appropriate

JO section or Section XVII if only
had one job.)'

End of Section XII -
Respondent's First Job After CETA

5.
.

following three sections are applicable only for respondents who have held THREE OR MORE jobs after
leaving the CETA program. Sections XIII, X IN, and.XV apply to those jobs held between the FIRST job after
CETA did 'the CURRENT/LAST job after CETA. INFORMATION ON'THE CURRENT/LAST JOB MUST NOT
BE ENTERED HERE. For respondents who hove litld only two jobs since termination, proceed to Section XVI

, "Respondent's Current or Last Job". -41

a

-SECTION'XIII: RESPONDENT'S SECOND, JOB AFTER CETA
ForrcesOondents who have held at least three jobs after they left CETA

55 56
After your first job, h winany weeks
were you o,.0( of work before finding
thii job?

4
... e A, ,

ar- . e
01 - Yes

. "02 = No
...-.-

57 58
purmg this time, did you actively look
for work?

64 4

JO 11

C> 4

What.was your final job title on
thii 'Job?

(Census Code)

62 63

67 68 69
What was your final
hourly wage?

Why dud you leave this job?

s.°

How many hours diP you work per Week?

How'many weeks did you work on
this job?

,1

1-

2 10 3,

1

,8
I.D. Number

0

9

11



A

II.
a

SECTION XIV: RESPONDENT'S THIRD JOB AFTER CETA
For respondents'who have held AT LEAST FOUR JOBS after they left CETA.

-.. .
9 10 11

=lcAfter your second job, how many weeks were
ypu out of work before finding this job?

13 15

24 25

What was your final jbb title?

2
(Census ode)

What was your final hourly
wage?

Why did you leave tiles job? ,

12

16 17

22 23

'tt

Luring this time, ifid you actively look
for work?

01,..= Yes
02 = No '7

How Many hours did you work per week?,

ft

How many weeks did you work on this
job?

I)

SECTION XV: RESPONDENT'S FOURTH JOB
For respondents who have held AT LEAS FIVE JOBS after they left CETA.

26 27
After your third job, how many weeks Luring this time, did you actively look ,

were you out of work before finding for work?
this job? , 01 = Yes

02- No

28 29

30 ,32
What was your final job title?

iCensusCode)

35 4

$

41 42

33 34

-38 . 39 40
What was your final hourly wage?

Why did you leave this.jotti

Ho any hours did you work per weck?

How many weeks did you work on this
job?

. ,

SECT/ION XVI: RESPONDENT'S CURRENT OR LAST JOB , ,7.4, .0,4P.

For a / /respondents who have held AT.L.- EAST TWO JOBS after they left CETA.
, .

43 44 --How many weeks were you out of work
' before obtaining ybipr current /last jot;?

/i', 46
. °

DscPyou:activelylook fbr work for the entire
week period?,(See previous question.)

01 = Yes (If yes, skip to question 55-57.)
02 =3,110 (If no, continue.)

a

100
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47 48
During/the time when you were not
Woking for work, did you want a job?

01 -Yes
02 = No

1

What was the prinlary 'reason you did
not loot for work during that time?

/

49 50
Were you available for work gyring that
tune? /
pi = Yes

02 = No

How did you find your'current /last ;ob?

01 - CETA agency 05 = Newspaper

02= bES a 06 = Walk-in
03 = i'ivate agency 07 = School
Qcf 08 - Other

51 52 53 54

,riend

Company

Business Address-

Whet doel
company do?

Name:

e

.
r.- a

No.& Street
your

City State - Zip,
55 57

SIG

Questions 58 -60 to 71.72 refer to the resprdeiles starting job position with the cornpanY named above.

4,
I

-What was your starting job title?
58 ,

67 68

.
,71., 72

H I

75

ti

What was your starting wage
per Vou?? (Include bonuses,
.tips, commissions.),

-.°

Would you baiie treferred to work ...

01 = More
02 '-' Less --
03 = The some

...amount of hours?

.
* . s .1'

After-eing hired, liow'manv weeks did"
it take. before you could perform your
job duties on your own? '

.4t9b:

77
t e

f

Wharwat your new job title?

(Census Cody.)

o

c.

t

613

69 70

73 74,

7,8 79

Census Code

How many boiirs did you work
per week?

After-being employed f eek, did you
receive any training at w r rn,your
employer?

01 7---,des
02 = No

..

_While working for this employer, did you
have a change in jobs? .

014=-Yes (If yes, continue.)
02 = No (If no, skip to question 9-10.) '

Was the new lob a INofilbtion?

01 =Yes
02 = No -

I

9

(
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A

c

2 ° 3 8

I.O. Number

141,

FOR ALL ,VESPONDENTS (Who had at.letst two jobs):

:e 10
Didtyoureeeive any change in your
hburly wage rate'

01 = Yes
0:40c N o

11 14
(If yes) 17Vtiat was your final
hourly wage?

(If no. write in same hourly wage as in
61 -64.)

pm Par t4A-drirobigh D) of qtiestions 15-16 thru 21-22 applies to -each respondent. The applicable section is
dependent updn the program category`from which the respondent terminated:

.. For respondent who terminated from a olasSrooin/skill training program.
Part B For respondent who terminated from a work experience program,
Part C For respondent who.terminated from an OJT programr°
rart C 'or,respondent who terminated from a' transitional services prograig. .

PART A For CrassroomiSkill Training Respondent-
-

15 16
Did the CETA training influence your
decision to look for this kind of job''

Ole Yes
02= No

How many hours did you work per day?
h quo_

19 .26
Of these _hops, how Many hours per
day did you use our CETA training?
(Express in terms of an 8 -femur day, use
a:inversion chart if necessary.)

.

21 '4'22

.
Was this position's work related to your
CETA training?

01,-= Yes
024 No

'
Do you think k youtould have obtained this
job Without thb training services (noAhe
placement) provided by the CETA program?

01 = Yes
02 = No

- .
/, PABLO. For Work Experience Refpondent

s... s. -
. . ..- , .

, 7 t 17 18 -, .

Did your CETAparticipation provide you with Did your CETA participation improve your _
a good understanding of what was expected ability to complete the task.; on your job?
of you on the job? (i.e., tardiness, absenteeism, 01 = ,Yes

02.= No

Y

geberaI. work habits)

01 g= Yes
02 =NO. 4

1' -

°Rs 1

a..

102

r
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19 20 21 22

Do you think you could have obtained
this johwith out the work experience
(not the`filacement) provkled by CETA'

01 4 Yes
02= No

'A

PART C For OJT Respondent

15 16
Is (was) this job

DI = The same job you were trained
(same employer and job as you
were trained in)

02 = A diffejent lob than the one you
were trained in? (differentemplb er
or deferent job) t

19 20

I 1

How many hours dhl you woek per day?
hours

Of these_ hours, how many hours
Per, did you use your CETA training?
E ss in terms of'an 8hour day. use "

conversion chart if necessary.)

!.J7 18
(If different job) Did the CETA tr'amtng
Influence your decision to obtain. this Rind
of job?

01 =Yes
02:- No

21 22

9

t
4.

you,,thinls y r9 u cold have obtained this
job without the training not the placen--
provided by the CETA program/

Ar

01 Yes

02- No

. PART D' For Transition Services Respondent

.Did the services you received provitie you ,
with a good understanding of what was
expected of you on this jpb? (i.e., tardiness,
absenteeism, other work habitsi

01 = Yes
02 = No.

19 24
e

Did the CETA prograninfluence yout
decision to obtain this type of-rob? ..

- 1)1 = Yes
0? = No

17 18 ,
Did the services you received improve your
ability to perform the tasks on your job?

01 = Yes'
02 ="'No

-

21 2 f
111111:

)

FOR ALL RESPONDENTS (who have had a least two jobs):
1,c r

23 24
All things-considered, how would yu
rate this job (type of wo;k)?

01 =Excellent
02 ar Good
03 = Fair
04, = Poor

1

103

V

All thrngs copsidered, how would y.ou
rate this employer?

01 = Excellent
02 = Good
03 = Fair...,
04 = Poor

4
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27 428

31 .32

How many weeks did yoU work at
this lob? , -

Why'did you'leave this job?

me

29 30 .
Are you currently employed, in this io1.1

01 = Yes (If-yes, skip to question 49150.)
102 = No (If no, continue.) ,

.. - .

ti-

I

f
Sp.CTIONtXVII: FOR RESPONDENTS WHO lit 1\10 1' CURRENTLY EMPLOYED

(If respondent is currently e
to Section XVIII, below.)

ployedr this sectidnisnot applicable, Proceed

.35 36 k 6

Have you activehflooked forlwork since
our It lob (or the CETA program)?

33 34
How many weeks have you been out of
work since your last job (or since leaving
the prtram)?

37 38
For hovv many weeks have you actively
looked for work?

o

41 42

L
Are you currently looking for ajob?

01 = Yes (If yes, continue.)
02 = No (If no, proceed to question 45-48.)

45 46

ff
47 48

What are the reasons you are,nOt currently

39 40

I 1

43 44

01 =
021, No

Are y6u currently available for vOork,

01 Yes
02 No' a

(If yes) How ar
9

u looking for a ioli?

01 = Training a I y
02 = DES
03 = Pnvat
04 = Friend
05 = Newspaper
06 = Walk-in
07 = School
08 = Other

envy

?).

SECTION XVIII1, RE'SPONDENT'S OTHER POST- PROGRAM
(For all -

49 50
Since leaving the CETA prograM, have you attended
a postsecondary school/training program/CETA program
or enlisted in the military?

01 = Yes (If yes, continue.)
02 it. No (If no,,end of interview. Remainder of questionnaire

-should be-coded "-1.; not atpliqable.)

ERIENCES
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.. . '
0 1

:

0 t
I I yib.. with. Ii .m..(%) ., . 4 , i '

''---, # 5'

, ":--- 51 57 `.3 54_
Military'

tt

School /training program/CETA program? 4 r
V

e

4

01 - School/training program 01 = Yes

02 = CETA program 02 = No

Are you currently ...

55 56

I I

Attending sch.41/training program/
CETA .proaFfm? d

-:.

boi = Y er 4

02 =NO -2..---

.
1 2-At //' 3a

3

t

57 58

8

I.D. Number

,

Serving in military?

01 = Yes
02 = No

k

4

a le

___.^L_Ff
Sri

SECTION. XIX:. FOR RESPONDENTS WHO HAVgiflARTIalPATEI5 IN
ANOTHER 'SCHOOL/TRAINING 1;ROGRAM/CETA PROGRAM
SigICE LEAVING CETA (question 51q2 above)/ .

9 1 0' . P I
t" .___

What tYpe of school/W*1'M are, (were)

4

14 15

You enrolled n' leg welding, clerical,
business mat", rk-experjencer '

-

.' How mane weeksof ter the CETA program......rj
. dig you enter this program'

.
' /..-

19 20

.I How many weeks have (did) you
atter:if:I(ni)

How many'weeks rs (was) the
complete progrk'

,

4%.
I

28 29
-I I Why did you enroll inthis prografnZ

/ '

N.

i'tvik-
'32 '33

' Is (was) y..prior CETA participation
helpful-01Pu in this prograrri?

..
01 = Vest . 0.N

02 = No

.

4

eVt..

11
1r

13
What agency is (was) provichrig the
schooling/program'

t,
---,

.

f

V

16

--e
%.

What date did you begin tls program?

21' 22
Are

01

"0.4o./Day/Yr.)
,,.

(were) you attending full or-mi. 4-trrne'?

--=8Cull-time
0,2 di runic

26' 27
H%eyou completed the program?

01 = Yes 1 *
02 = No t.

',.

--- . -
% -

.

. .

<

1
so 31

Itwas) this schooling/program related to
your prioe.CETA parti spatio6?

01 = Ye's
02 = IClo

C ,

,...74.`?3!

V .

-105,
11t. .
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SECTION XX: FOR RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE ENLISTED N THE MILITARY
'SINCE LEAVING CETA9uestion 53-54)

.

34 35

:
. .

r

.

Why did you loin the mtlitary, .

01 = to receive trainirig
02 = Career choice ..

*03 = No better op.porturtnies/ r
alternatives available .

04 = Other . i

III

38' 40
I1,0n what date did you enter the military'

I

(Mo /Day/Yr.)

t

.t.

36 37,
Is (was) the military work.related to your
CETA participation' V

01 Yes
02 No

1

S
ir

.

aa. I

t

rt i

c

...

I

4

p

t

.--

./

, . r

. r
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1-10W TO INCREASE CONFIDENCENWDATA

COLLECTED BY MAILED QUESTIONNAIRES

1
i

The issue of data cdnfidence is.extrem ly important in any data-collection method, and in
research Methodology it involves the questicfp of measurement error. A self respecting evaluator
makes a primary effort to cckarol measurem nt error in order to increase the "truthfukess"
(reliability and validity) of -tile date being co ected. In an effort to lessen measurement error, the
following strategies are discussed in this determining how many items there should be
per dimension, (2) determining what questip to ask, (3) determining appropriate wording of the1,
guestions,'and (1) determining appropriate response options.

°.

Determining How Many Items per Dimension;
I

An examinaircof follow-up iqtrumen s used by state and Veal vocational education agencies
shows that information on training siatisfacti 0 and job satisfaction is either collected as unidimen-
sional variables (i.e., one global question) or s Multidimensional variables (t.e., several questions)?0 , The question, therefore, is how;many items er dimension?.

. . . . .. . .

It is generally best to include more tha one item tha s intended to measure a given construct,

A
}articular19.when that construct is central t the study. e are several reasons for this decision.
ny,on&item'includes some Measurement& ror, that is some kthe varia4e iri the responses across ,

subjects is due.to error rather',than true sco . If the bsurces of this error can be considered to be
random factors (?uch as how wording is intkpreted or how the scale's arichors are defined), then
using multiple items will increase the construct validity of the score. This-is true because the random
errors tend to canc.& each other, while the "true score" components will add up. Accordingly, it is
oftetti asserted that the reliability of a scat generally inCrgAses as items are added (assuming that.

..,44 1 they are good items). .0

) 4

Another reason for using multiple i ems is to allow for exarnination of the convergence among
items. If two items are supposed to be easuring the same thing, then they should correlate to a

. V reasonable degree. Theexact number t t iSs"reaSooable" depends upon whether you are criticizing
. someone else's Ostrument or trying to alidate one you have 'treated.. . v

. When new items are being create to measure a construct, it is best to include at least three
per construct. Even very similar item can occasionally lack Convergence. If three items are used,
chances aregood that two will prove /to be gaaa'teMs..and converge at a satisfactory level. (Pretest-

..

ing the instrument td determine conkrgenceand equiring a-reworking ptitems are good ideas,
.. 1 -. of COL! rse. .. .

,t

SOURCE. Stephen J.Franch'ak, Eliseo/R. Ponce, RobertS4K. Billings, and Patrick A. O'Reilly. 'Guidelines and
Procedures. Measuring the Training Sat sfaction and jpb Satisfaction of Fortner Vocational Students (Columbus.
T.re National Center for Research in V catronal Education, The Ohio State University, j9811, pp. 52-72, 78, 80.

tp
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10

-While there are advantag9 to 'multiple items,-there are also disadvantages. As the scale gets
longer, the marginal utility of additional items, for iricreased reliability declines. It is of difficult
to compose several itecns.that measure the same construct without becoming redundant. Such
repetition can annoy respondents, who feel that they keep answering the same question (wilich,.in
fact, is true). Additional iterns.obviously increase, the length of the instrument and may lower the

- ,response rate, cause fatigue, invalidate items near the end, and lower he number of constructs that
can be measured. It is suggested that, depending on the importance of the construct to the study,
theresha6ld be at least three but no more. han five items per construct.

Determining Mitt Questions to Ask

You havelready listed'the specific objectives of your study in measuring the training satis
faction and jab' satisfaction of former vocational studenyt. These objectives should serve as your
bases in determining what questfons to ask. The example that follows illustrates how specific objeC.
tives are4ra-nslated jnto specific items in the questio6aire:

:Specific objective: To determine the job satisfaction of former vocational students,
class 1979 -80, who are employed by the industries established c
since 1975 in Brookings Civ

item for the qUesponnaire:

1 Rate the degree to which you are sa'ftsfied with the followiig as ects of your resent job:.
Neith
Satisfi

Highly nor Highly
Satisfied Dissatished Dissatisfied'

(1) (2) (4) (5)

Salary

t .Fringe Bertefits .

Working Conditions

Status

Other (specify:

..
. . .

After all the items are written, yo u may want to group those that 4re similaf i related. Your next
task is to afrange your noups of items in the questionnaire so that they are presented in cosre'ct
psyc,hdlogicai order to ,the respondents. This will create a smooth.flow of ideas for the respondents
who are answering the questionnaire. They should not feet 8 if fhey,are being subjected to a quiz,
or examination. As arule of thumb, difficult questions are placed at the end.

Another. useful procedure for determining what questions to ask is suggested,by Selltiz,
Wrightsman, and Cook (1976, p. 543). They say: : .

.t

v

An excellent test of one's performance in this stage of questionnaire construction
and, at the same time, a valuable aid, is the preparation of "dummy tables" show-4 "
ing the relationships that are anticipated. By drawing up such tables IA advance, -4111,4

the investigators force themselves to Vefinite decisions about what data are reptiired
and how they will be used. [italics added )

110
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CHECKLIST 1

DeciSions About Question Content

5

.4

Instructions:

Yes' No

IExamine each question in your questionnaire in terms of e following points:

a
Cs,

Li El 1. Is this question necessary Just how will it be useful?

CT 2. Are several questions needed on th,2 subject matter of this question?

3. Do the respondents have the,information necessary to answer the question?

4. Is the question oncrete,.specifiq, and cloiely related to the respondent's
personal experience,?

, 5. Is the question content sufficiently general and free from too much
concreteness and specificity?

6. Is the question content biased'or.loaded in one directio'n without
accompanying questions to balance the emphasis?.

Ci ...rob
7. Will the respondents give the information that is asked fof?

9

j
;

I # ... . .

el

...
f '1

..
0

,
, . .,,

- . 111

.. I 0
A

I

t
) j

,

(
4.

L
^. ^

, . . . % ,
checklistNOTE: Ideas in this checklist were taken from C Selltiz, L. S. Wrightsman, and S. W. Cbok,.,

Reseircli IVIethces in Social Relalions (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976).

A

.



4.

Before determining whether you used the proper wording, structure, and response options in-i
yOur questions takea ledv minutes to think about the questions posed in checklist 1. It is worth
your time to mo head cautiously. Remember, the most troublesome errors in questionnaires
"creep in unwitti ly, even in 'obviou,..sly simple duestions' (Selltiz, Wrightsman, and Cook 1976,
p, 547)." ,

,Determining Appropriate Wording of thee Questk i
C)

After decisionshave been made regarding the questions to ask, you are ready to address one of
the most important, as well as the most difficult, tasksin the entire phase of the studywriting a
good questionnaire item. "The formulation of good questions is Much more subtle and frustrating

ithan is generally believed by those who have not actually attempteel it" (Goode and Halt 1962, p.
132). Many experts believe that the most important defect of commercial survey research is improp-
erly worded questions. ,

In regard to question wording,,tvvb important, separate decisions must be Made: deciding-ques-
tion structure and deciding actual choice of wpdls. Dillman (1978, p. 86) identifies four basic types
of question structure according to the nature of response behavior asked of the respondents: open

,ended, Closed-ended whhordered choices, closed ended with unordered choices, and partially closed-
ended. Table 1 explains the uses, the'advantages, and the disadvantages of these four types of question
structure.

The type of qu'estion structure to use depends on the kind oftinformation the evaluator is
attempting to obtain in the survey. Salving the wrong structure may mean getting-the wrong infor-
mation and receiving answer -to the wrong evaluation questions. Additionally, the evaluator should,
consider other factors such as Staff expertise, time available for the study, and financial resources.
Analysis of results or pertain structures, such as the open -ended structure, demands considerable
expense money, a lot Of time, and a high degree of expertiseiJacobs 1974, p. 10).

. .

`Whichever structure is used, the key issue is to r4-ia)timize the specificity of the item. The
object being referr.ed to should be cohCise and clear, particularly when the effects of vocational
education are being evaluated. Ai argued in the preceding section, any effects are likely to be very
specific and, will not be Identified by one global satisfaction question. -N.,

,
After a decision is made on question structure, the evaluator needs to,decide on the actual

choice of pords. "The wrong choice of words.can create any number df problemsfrom excessive'`
)agueneseto too mucpredIsiotri, from being.misindersteod ... frombeing too objectionable to
being too uninteresting and irrelevant1Dillrnah 1978,p. 95). Payne (1951, p. 9) addse:s.

. . t..-2

Question ording involves more than toying with this Word or that to see what '
may happe , however. I t,is more th`arLa mere-matter of manipulation of words \ ,.
to produce s rising illusions. The most critical need for attention to wording
is to make sure that the particular issue which the questionnaire has in mind is.

11
. the particular issue on which the respondent gives hisoanswers. .

To assure that the intended issue is understood, then, is the fundamental func-
. P e

Iron of question Wording. .

The goal, then, is to word carefully and clearly each'question so that all respondents interpret
,

it in the same manner" as the question designers. "Generally,, the most.effective questiqns are worded

as simply:as possible" (Berdie and Anderson 1974, p. 39). Table-2 shows some "don'ts" in quqstion
wording. Checklist 2is designed to help you determine appropriate question wording.

112 r.
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TABLE 1

Types of Question Structure

1. Open-ended Questions

Examples'
11 p

1.

Advantages

Disadvantages

In your opinion, =what is the it satisfying part of your vocational training?

What specific things 41sout this vocational program have you found to be least
useful to you ici your presr*rt job?

Lend themselveTto situationsin which respondents can express themselves freely3".:

and/Or recall a precise piece of information Without difficulty.

-Are useful when researchers cannot. anticipate the various ways, in which people
. are likely to respond to a questio&

Tend to stimulate free thought,,Be suggestiv-e, *probe people's memories, and
1,ar.ify positions. ,

Can be very demanding. The tasks of articulating answers is difficult for most
respondents, especially for those with low educational attainment and for those
who lack experience in communicating ideas to other peol5le.

t
Are time-consuming for the respondents and may affect the response rate.

Elicit Snswers difficult to code and summarize.

2. Closed -ended Questions vitt', Ordered Answer Choices .

Exkriple

Considering your vocational training, rate the degree to which you are
satisfied with each of the following:

Satisfied Not Sure, 'Dissatisfied

Methods of instruction Li Ll.
Facilities and equipment El 1 L 1 .,),

Guidance service D 0 ,

Placement services El (_ l ,

Cooperative work experience ri Pt 1

Apprenticeship training El ) [I <

4

LJ

Are suitable for determining such things as intensity ot. feeling, degree of involve-
.

ment, and frequency of participation. 9
Advantages ,

Elicit responses suited to many forms of statistical analyses.

Disadiajitages

a

Place little demand on respondents.

Tend to be very. specific, causing respondents to think about a limited aspect..f
lifein a limited way. Having,a response dimension narrow in scope enables
responder-11s to place themselves at the most appropriate point on a scale implied
by, the answer choices. Only appropriate if the researcher has a well-defined issue.

-of

0

I"
N
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Table 1 (continued)

olosed-end'ed Questions with Unordered Answer Choices

4 a

,vt

Example

. Advantages

I'

00
DisOvantages

Which one of the following aspects, of your vocational training are you most
satisfied with? (Check one)

E Methods of instruction
El .Facilities and equipment

73 Guidance service

(Placement service;

12i Cooperative work experience

[7] Apprenticeship training

Are useful for establishing priorities among issues and deciding among
alternative policies.

. Do not'limit respondents tp choosing among gradations of a single concept.
Each choice is an independent 'alternative representing a different concept.

Are generally more difficult to answer than those containing ordered answer
choices: inasmuch as respondents must often balance several ideas in their
minds at the same time. '
Preclude obtaining useful results unless the researcher's knowledge of the subject
allows meaningful.choices to b'e stated; possibly elimipates the most preferable
.option of the respondents..

I

4. Partially Clo5d-ended Questions .

Exalk3le

Advantages

Disadvan tages

Which One of the following aspects of your vocational training are you
most satisfied with? (Check one)

Methods of instruction

Facilities and equipment

I I Guidance service

I Placement services 7

Cooperative work4experience

[ Appreriticesh'iptraining

Other (specify: -

O

Allow building of Variableb and testiog of hypothesds.

Preclude forcing respondents into bOxes in, which they clearly, do not fit.
- 4,4

Seldom obtain sufficienviumber of additional responses in the open-ended
option.

NOTE: IP making this table, some ideas were taken from D. Dillman, Mail and Telephone Surveys: -
The Total Des, Method (NewYork: John Wiley Sons, 1979). ,
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Determining Appropriate Response Options

* A well-constructed questionnaire includes both proper wording of questions and proper
response options. Confusing options increase measurement error (unrellable.results) and the per-centage of nonresponse rate. The.followirig suggestions (Berdie and.Anderson 1974, pri. 45-47)and exalinples are offered to help you delign appropriate response options for questionnaire items:

1. Make certain that one response catego.ry is listed for every conceivable answet. To omit an,
-
.

option fortes people ta answer in a wad that does not accurately reflect reality.*
oeExample: In your opinion, what is the most satisfying part of your

(check one),
present job?

Poor Options (veryfew choices) Better Options (more thoices) .

.Salary Salary
Fringe benefits Fringe benefits

Working conditions

Coworkers

.0thers (please specify )

2. Include a "don't know" response option whenever respondents may be unable to answer,"
Although a "don't know" option may be Viewed as offering respondents an "easy out," is
probably better to include this option than to take the chance of'obtaining inaccurate
information Ey foi-cing people to respond to an item about which they know nothing.o

Example: In your opinion, what aspect of your vocational training needs the most
rnprov9ment, (check one)

Poor Opeons

Facilities and equipment

Teachers

Apprenticeships/coop

Better Options

Facilities and equipment

Teachers

Apprenticeships/coop

Others (please specify:

Don't know

3. Make response options mutually exclusiveand independent.

Example: In your opitaion, what is the most satisfying paint of your present job?
(check one)

Poor Options Better Options
(option's not mutually exclusive) (options mutually exclusive)

11.

Salary.

Medical benefits
Salary

Medical benefits
Fringe benefits Other fringe benefits
Working conditions Working conditions
Status Status

Others (please specify:

115
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CHECKLIST. 2

Decisions About Question Wording

Instructioni: Examine each question carefully in your questionnaire in terms of the
following points:

Yes No

Li ' 1. Can, the question be misunderstood?

2. Does it contain unfamiliar Or unclear phrases?
,

3. Does the question adequately express the alternatives with respect
to the point?

El C-1 4. Is the questigri misleading because of unstated assumptions or
unseen implications? ..

.-,
A , la

r" 1 F..] 5. Is the wording bia ed?' .1t

Li. Li . 6.. Is it emotionally loaded or slanted toward a particular kind of answer?

, CI Cii 7. Is the question wording likely to be objectionable to the respobdent
in any way?

.

El Li 8. WOUld a more personald or less personalized wording of the question
produce better results?

r 9. Can the question be better asked in a more direct or a more indirect form?

ve

NOTE: Ideas in making this checklist were taken from C. Selltiz, L. S. Wrightsman, an
Research Methods in social Relations. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976).

.
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TABLE 2

some Pon'ts in Question Wortirng

aik

Ambiguity

Misperception

Loading

. Special,
A Wording

Problems

Avoid questions that are incanplete, imprecise, or indefinite.

An incomplete queliion is likely to lead to confusion.

An imprecise question conveys an Unreal meaning or suggests an.
inaccurate answer.

An indefinite qu'estion'contains hazy words
Z.

(e.g:; "frequently,"
"usually," "often," "always,"' etc.

Avoid questidas containing words that lie outside the respondents'
experiences and have7aneahing to them.

Avoid questiSSIOntaining wards so familiar to respondents that they
may be confused with similar-sounding words.

Avoid questions that violate local idioms. When a question is worded
contrary to expectations, respondents are likely to respond, nonetheless,
in terms of their expectations.

\
.A question is loaded when something in it suggests to the reSpondeiits
that one particular responseis more desirable than another.

A question is loaded-when it

A question is loaded when it
stereotypes.

provides unfairdlternitives./,
contains emotionally charged words or

A question is loaded when it is embarrassing.

Avoid questions that assume too much knowledge on the part of the
respondents.

Avoid lengthy q uestions, such as two-part question's.

Avoid use of double negatives.

, Avoid illogical sentence construction.

NOTE: ideas in this table were taken from L. H. Backstrom and G. D. Hursh, Survey Research
(Chicago: Northwestern University Press, 1964).

4,
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4. Balance all scales used in the response options, Include an equal.number and degree of options
on each side of a middle position.

Example- -,Please rate the degree to which you are satisfied with the following:

PoorScale (unequal number of options on each side of the middle position),

Salary .

Fringe benefits

Working conditions

Status -

Others (please specify:

Neither
Satisfied

nor Highly
Satisfied d Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

(1) (2)- (3) . (4)

Bettqr Scale (equal nupbei; of options on each side of the middle position)

Neither
satisf ied

Highly nor Hrghly
Satisfigd Salisf led Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied

111_ (2) (3) (4) (5)

Fringe benefits

Working conditions

Statut

Other5ipleasekspecify:

4'

5 Make.sure to Mbel the midpoiM accordinvo;the "exact': meaninghe scales require.' " r,I

Example: Please rate the degree,to which you are satisfied with the follOwing:
4

.Pcbi'Scale (midpoint not labeled)
.,

: a..
Highly

. .
, H hly

.Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied pissa 'shedSasfied
(r) (2) 3)

.
(4) (5)

1.

Salary

. Fringe benefits

Working conditions

/ Status

Others (please specify:

1118
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G.

Batter Scale (midpoint labeled according to-the exact meaning):

Neither
, . 7' Satisfied

Highly nor Highly
Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisflt1/4:1 Dissatisfied

(1) (2) (3), (44. , (5)

Salary' f '
---

Fringe benefits
.

;.
, \ -

Working conditions

Status

Others (please specify: ,

6. Arrange responses ver
)

ically.

.Example:. In your (Onion, what aspects of your vocational training needs the-most
improvement? (creek one)

Poor Relfflonse Arrangement (horizon.tally arranged)

Facilities and'equipment Teachers

Apprenticeships/coop Others
Don't know

Better Response Arrangement (vertically arranged)

Facilities and equipment

Teachers

ApprentictsflipsAcOop
. .

Others .

Don't know

7. Make certain the respondents know exactly what information they should put in the
blanks of fill-in-the-blank items.

Poor Direction: . Better Direction:f ,

' Age in years years of age at last birthday

.# P
Now you are probably ready'to write your response crPtions. After you have written. them and

before you begin to-read the next section, take a few moments to review your.resoonse options by
following the instructions in checklist 3. ' . .i

.
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CHECKLIST 3

Deciding about Response Options

Instructions: Respond to the fol \wing questions as appropriate:

. What type of response options are niesent in your mailed questionnaire?

2:

3.

4.

2. ff a checklist is used,'

1. Does it cover adequately allthe significant alternatives
without overlapping? N/s No

2. leit of reasonable length? Yes\ No

3. IS the wording of items impartial and balancej? MI Yes z No., r

3. Is the form of response -
.

1. Easy?

2. Definite?

3. Uniform?

4. Adequate for the purpose? -

a'

:r

Yds No

Yes No

Yes '4 'NO

Yes Elf No

t

e

4
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Pretesting
.4

The reader is forewarndd that good question construction requires a deliberate process entailing
considerable investment of time and material resources. It can be a frustrating process for evalualors,
especially if they need to meet short deadlines. Oftentimes, it involves pretesting to reveal tee
questionnaire's-weaknesseS. Lundber'g (1942, p. 198) warns:

. - .

The inexperienced researcher is likely to be impatient with this preliminary.
work, which may seerri like hair slitting over the meaning of words, aod other
details. But -patience and care in this preliminary work may make all ther
differencebetween succek or failure, both in the cooperation of the respondents
and in the reliability and validity,of the results.

Pretesting can be informal'or formal. The most importa,ot aspect of the,exerc sq is to pretest the
-questionnaire with respondents representative of the group 6f former vOcatioLal students who Will
eventually receive it. If the evaluator desires,.pretesting can generate data that will reveal the read -
abilitr, reliability, of the instrument. (For-additional discussion on the subject, see
Fr4nchak and Spirer1978 and McCaslin and Walker 1979.)

How toIncreasethe Generalizability of Data
Collected by' Mailed Questionnaires.

' As mentioned earlier, one of the .most serious problems of usingthe mailed qutttionnat is low
response rate. Partial returns "may introduce bias that will render the obt'ained data useless'IVan
Dalen 1973, p. 325). Inadequate response is especially critical if questionnaires have been sent to a
"sample,-because the resulting summarized data may not represent the true response of all the target
respondents. As a result, generalizability of the data collected and their usefulness for decision making
and program improvement are impaired.

-
This section, dOtails some valuable strategies for increasing the response rate of mailed question-

.

naires. Strategies arejfocused on preventive tactics; thafis; the removal of possible causes within the
evaluator's control that prevent the respondents fromlnswering and returning the questionnaires.
Included are proper format consideratili Sod other strategies for stimulating response.

Format Considerations
. ,.

- groper formulation of the instrument isa'critical phase of questionnaire development.
improperformft not °I-Ili/Creates problems for data coders and tabulators, but also can lead to
misinterpretation of questions (thus increasing easurerrrnt error) and low response rates (thus
weakening the. generalizability of results). Car u1 cdnsideration must'be given to two areas When

..,_ format decisions' are Made,.
.. .

. . : I .

1. Th&respoildentr( former voctational education students). The format should enable
1* -7respondents to read and antOver questions as easily as possible. Kdep in mind that com-

pleting questionnaire is an imposition.* ,\ ,

2:* Data coders and tabulators. The format should allow easy data coding and tabulation.

121
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Goode and Hatt (1962, p. 43) stxcjnctly summarize the important principles to observe in
formulating auestionnaire: .

common sense dictates certain practices about the design of the mail question-
naire. The .mail questionnaire should be attractive and easy to fill out, have
adequate space for response, and be legible. A neat, well-organifede attractive
questionnaire should increase the resportse rate. This assumes tlkat people
associate appearance with quality and are more willing to complete and return
the form. Conversely, a sloppy, crowded, or poorly reproduced questionnaire
will have adverse effect on response rates.

Checklist 4 will help you review and improve the format of your mail questionnaire.

Strategies to Stimulate Response

Foilovtiing up nonrespondentsis a difficult and costly process. It is, therefore, important to
exhaust all means to keep the percentageof nonresponse as Dow as possible. Th`e emphasis shout' be
on preventive ta-ctrCs (ie., the employment of strategies prior to the receipt of the questionnaire by
the respondent6).

Do-you know your respondents? Have you anticipated all conceivable objections to their
.answering and returning.the questionnaire? These questions are crucial'in devising specific strategies
to stimulate responSe. Your tactics should be tailored to your specific respOndents, former voca-
tional students, and should include techniques appropriate for,this particular group.

The ultimate objective is to obtain as many responses as possible, in the farm of
completed 'questionnaires, which pr;ovide usable data. If questionnaire forms

et criteria of physical attractiveness and obvious consideration far thEr respon-

den , it is believed that the percentage of replieswill be sufficiently high to fulfill
the requirements of the investigator. Nery conceivable inducement should be

4+1 used in the hope of convincing one more potential respondent to take the time
andhffort necessary to bnswer the questionnaire. (Nixon 1954, p..4861.

Inducement for the respondents to reply can include making precontact either by telephone or,
mart, preferably by someone who is known by thd respondents (e.g., former vocational teachers or

ltidince counselors). In addition, the evaluator may use material or monetary inducements such as
sendrng cash or small gift items such as pencils-, school decals, or,buttons; or evaluators could use a
raffle as an Inducement with the rhstbdndents included in a raffle if t ey return their questionnaires.
Scrme social researchers find that such inducements do increase si ficantly the rate of response.

Another stttategy for increasing response rate is to start an early campaign to inform your
'target population. Some local schools begin their information drive while the students are in their
senior year. They are made aware of the objectives and importance of'the study and their role in it.
So, before graduating, the students know already that they will be participajng in a follow-Rstudy.

Now, let us pause and take a hard look at your complete4 questionnaire. Checklist 5 is des'igned

to help you review the strategies that you have selected to sti?nulate response. Rememb.er, "An ounce
of prevention is better theme pound of cure."

r.
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CHECKLIST 4

Format Considerations

9"

Instructioni Examine your questionnaire format in terms of the following considerations.

Yes No

ET I 1. Is the questionnaire "appealing to.,the eye' and as easy t complete as possiVe?

2. Did you number questionnaire items and pages so the respondent will not become
confused while completing the form?

3. .Did you put an identifying mark on each page of the form so that. if one page
should get separated from the rest; it can be reattached?/

' 112 4. Did you oust the name and address of the person to whom the form shotild be
returned at the beginning and end of the questionnaire even if you included

4
a selVaddressed envelope, since questionnaires are often separated from the cover
letter and the envelOW

5. Did you put the studyititle in bold'type on the first page of the questionnaire?

6 6. Did you include btf and clear instructions (preferablyApold or itarics) for
completing the form and additional clarification and ex miles It fOre sections
that may be confusing?

Ca 7. Isithe question led up to in wria sturg way (Le., is it in correct psychological order?)

8. Did you begin with a few interesting nonthreatening questions,because
introductory questions thit are either threatening or dull may reduce the
likelihood of the subject's completing the questionnaire?

9. Did you avoid putting important.items'at the end of a long questionnaire?

10. If questions appear.on,both sides of the p-age, did you put the word 'over"
the bottom of the front side of that page?

11. Did you try to make smooth transitions between sections so that the respondent
does not feel he is answering a seriesbf unrelatqd "quiz"questions?'

NOT-E:' Ideas in this checklist were taken from Douglas R. Berdie and JohnF. Anderson,
Questionnaire: Design and Use (Metuchen, NJ.: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1974) and
C. Selltiz, L..S. Wrightsman, and S. W. Cook, Research Methods in Social. Relations (New
York, New York: Holt, Rrriehart, and Winston, 19746)!
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MACK LIST 5

Stiniulating Responsi

Instructions. Take time to review your,strcitegies to stimulate response by answering the following questions.

1. Howswill you relate (i.e., formally or informally) to your sample of forper vocational students? -

ti

2. How will you be-able to guarantee'resp'onilent's anonymity or confidentiality?.

X

3, Will your corresponddrice and questionnaire be printed in the most professional and appealing manner?

Y es .NO
4'

4. Have you.carefullysconsidered the content and apprOach of your preletter and cover letter?

Yes No

5, Have you considered offennq some type of incentive (such as giving the respondent small cash or gift items)

to encourage response's?

Y es No

6, Have yoki identified sufficient resOurces,from which to obtain updated addresses of people in yobr study?

Yes No

7. .Where is the best place to send the questionnaire to the respondents?

woek? ' El' home? both work and 19me?

8. Have you yonsidered using "high-powered" mailing tactics (such as the use of special delivery, certified, or

first-class moil) to stimulate responses?

ill Y es No

9. What mettfb0s will you employ to determine why people are not returning completed questionnaires?

:re

10. Have you allocated sufficient-resotirces to follow-up nonrespondents? Yes No

11. What method have you considered using for follow-ups?

12. Will your follow-ups be: '0 humorous? serious? combination of oth?

NO Some ideas in making this 6heckitst were taken from Douglas R. Berdie and John F. Anderson, alegionnaires

- Design and Use (Metuchen, NJ. The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1974).
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Flow4, ow to Increase Confidence In the Data ,..
Colletted.hy Intervieiv'

d
As emphasized in the previous chapter, exercising methodological control for reducing measure- ,

meat error should be a continuing; irnportanfconcern for both the evaluator and the researcher.i -

Data reliabilitya major determinant of data usabilityis very much a-function of methodological .
rigor. Additionally, when the interview schedule is finalized, much investment (time and money)
has bee' made on the study. Thus, no effort 'must be spared in ensuring that complete, accurate data
are collected. Preliminary computer processing and data analysis for initial results can be undertaken
to detect certain .errors. These preliminary efforts may minimize the study cost and time of the study.

In using t e interview, the evaluator need's to pay particular attentionito measurement er)or
from two vantage points: question construction and interviewing process. The principles and tech.
niques discussed in the previous chapter regarding determiAation of question content, structure, and
wording apply also in ftrmulating-questions for the interview. Although interviewers have greater
flexibility in asking questions than the mailed questionnaire (e.g., use of open-ended questions or use
orprobes), the basic principles of question construction and,the factors to consider tin making decisions
remain the same. Questions phould be clear and unbiased with each one focused on a single thought
or issue. To the extent possible, the language and syntax of the questions should correspond to that

.of the respondent., `
4 '

On the othel- hand, the best constructed questions.will not be of much value in collecting valid
and useful data when posed bar unskilled or biased interviewers. Though many hours may have been
spelit in perfecting the interview questions, in the final analysis the,utility and effectiveness of a
questionnaire in getting valid and useful information depend upon the interviewer. The following

III
subsection details some strategies and techniques for 'reducing data distortion during,the interviewing
process-and includes some useful techniques for probing answers.

4

,
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, Principles of Interviewing t-

The following 'interviewing guidelines are cited in the "Locally Directed ,EvaludtionIllinois
Office of Education" (Illinois Office of Education, 1g76) and given as Suggestions when applicable.

Interviewing is.a basic assessment method. An interview is not just a conversation; it is, rather,
a carefully thought-out technique for finding out from respondents how things are and how people
feel and think. The interview itself is not intended to change or influence the respondent. The inter-
viewer, therefore, must bean Understanding person, capable of accepting what the respondent says
without judging or rejecting.

4'
a. The respondent needs to seethe interviewer as someone who is not a threat to his/her

immediate or future Well-being, nor to his/her self-esteem. s

b.-The respondent needs to see the evaluation itself as:not posing a threat.
.i

c. The respondent needs to understand, even in a liMitedwaY,.the purposeokhe- ...
.., evaluation, the reason for selection,-and the necessity for cooperation.

N

d. The respondent need§"to see thq interview situation as a pleasant way pf 'ipending
some'time.. _...., ,

e. The respondent needs to feel, after the interview is completed, that it was a real
. 1.opportunity for free expression on a particular subjecit.

....

To meet these needs bf the respondent, the interviewhp must be conscious of the style and the
content of the interview. The following are suggested techniques that help to ensure a good inter-
viewing relationship, as well as to obtain an accurate, unbiased - interview: .

s

.

lac

.
a. Be friendly and informal, but at the same time, professional;

b. Be a sympathetic, interested,and an attentive listener. Be neutral with respect to,the
subject matter.t.Do not express your own opinions either on the subjects being discussed
by the respondent or on the respondent's ideas about those:subjects.

c. Be observant. Be alert to the respondent's manner of expression and use of gestures.
-

d. Last, but not least, be at ease ,yourself in the interview situation. If you feel,hesitarlt,
embarrassed, hurried, or awkward,the respondent will soon sense this feeling and
behave accordingly.

. Using the Questionnaire in InteA rviewing

CcillectiOn of accurate and useful information is the gbal in using the interview schedule, which.,
(% is the interviewer's guide in Posing the questions to the respondents. It should be iriAdressed upon

inierviewecs that "each question has been carefully pretested to express the precise meaning desired
in as simple a manner as possibleeven a slight rewording of the question can so change the stimulus
as to provoke answers in a different frame of. reference or bias the response" (Selltiz, Wrightsman,
and Cook 197q, p. 564). To"this effect, Backstrom and Hursh (1963, p..139) (leer

$4.
the following

suggestions: -

/
SOURCE': Citherine P. Warmbrod and Jon J. Persavich, eds. and comps., Postsecondary Program Evaluation (Columbus.
National Postsecondary Alliance, The National Center for Research in Vocational Educatipn, The Ohio State Univerlityl
1981), pp. 14-15.
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,..1, Alwa s follow instructions carefully."' .
0

2. Alwa s study the questionnaire until you are familiar with all questions.
3. Always use the brief introductory approach written into the qubstiohnairel,
4. edways be completely neutral, informal, c'onstieniious.

A

'2 '5.' Always read questions just as they are written.
6. Always ask all Of the questions.
7. Always ask questions in the order they appear. ,
8. Always record comments accurately. .

9. ANvays interview only the proper person'... designated by your procedure: .1
10. Always check each questionnaire to make sure you have completed every item.
M. Always interview Qeople you donAt-knoW,- and interview them alone. .

. " . ..

However, .
Dexter (1979; p. 23) cautions that there

.
is no set ,of uMiersal rules that govern all

situations in interviewing. In the ultimate analysis, "every suggestion about hoyv,to Conduct inter-
views must depend upon these all-important vailabigs: the. personality epid skill of tileinterviewer,
the attitudevand orientation of the interviewee, and die definition.by btli.(and often by significant, , /others) of the situation" (Dexter 1979, p. 24). . , , . ,,, .4c,. .,,

-..4 I
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"Probing and Other Interviewing TechniqUes.

.: ilkIt is relatively eery for interviewers to ask questions and record answers. However, obtaining-a
specific, complete response, which is rucial to the interviewing process; requires skill. It is not
uncommon for Some respondents t nswer "Don't know" in order to avoid thinking abtf6t a
question, misinterpreting theques n, or contradicting themselves. In all these critical cases, the

ci . interviewer can use probing techniques.
. I..

Probing is a technique'that motivates respondents to communicate-fully so that they enlarge
on, clarify, or explain the 'reasons behind wliat they have said. At the same time, it helps the respon-
dents fobus on the specific content of the- inter.yiew so that irrelevant and unnecessary information
can be avoided (Institute for Social Research 1976, p. 15). A good interviewer, therefore, is alegt,,i
in detecting incomplete or vague an'swers and skillfully uses neutral probeS to elicit complete,-Ikecfic
information from the respondents. This technique requires the interviewers to understand the objec-
tive of every question. It is only through "complete understanding of the questibn that the inter- /
viewer can recognize when and where prObes are needed aneuse them effectively" ( Institute lor
Social ResearCh1976, p. 16). Toward. this end, the following useful techniques for probing (Institute
for Social Resear.ch 1976, pp. 15-16) are suggested:

, ' 4
.. .

1. Repeat the question. 'When reScondentsdo,not seem to understand the question, when443
they misinterpret it,When they seem unable to make up their minds, or when they stray
from the subject, the most useful technique is to'repeat the question just at.it is written
in the questionnaire. . . or questionnaire.

,

44

e".

4

.
2. Usee expectant pause. The simplest way to convey to respondents that you know

theyhdve begun to answer4he-question,-but that you feel they have more to say, is to
be silent. The pauseoften accompanied.by an expectant look or a nod of the head,
gi s the respondents time to gather their thoughts:-

.- 1 ..,
< . .

6,
3. Repe the respondent's' reply. Simply repeating what the respondents have said as

soon as they have stoop talking is often an excellentt,robe. This repetition -shbuldr
be made as y=ou are writing, o'that you are actually repeating the respondents' reply
and recordingit at-the same time. Be sure also that you are understood correctly.

4. Use neutral questions or corhments. Neutral questions or comments are frequentily .

used to obtain clearer and fuller responses. The most comrgonly used probes include:
Letme repeat the question.
Anything else?

' Any other reason?
.Any others?

What do you mean? ,

Could you tett me more about your thinking on that?
Would you tell me what you have in mind?
Why do you feel that way?
Which would be closer to the way you feel?

SOURCE: Stephen J. Franchak, Eliseo R. Ponce, Robert S. K. Billings, and Patrick A. O'Reilly. Guidehngs and
Procedures. Measuring the Training Satisfaction and Job Satisfaction of Former Vocational Students (Columbus.
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1,,981), pp. 80-88.
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. 5. Ask l u i t h e r larification. I n probing, you will sometimes find it useful to appear
slightly bewildered by the respondents' answers. For example: "I 'm not quite sure
I know hat you mealn by)thatcould you tell me a little more?" This technique,
however, should not be overplayed.

Dealing with Interviews Bias r 1 .**
l , _

Interviewer's_bias stematic differences from interviewer to interviewer or(a-tasionktly,
systematic errors on the part of many or even .all interviewers"affects the validity of evaluation data
collected through irfrerview'( elltiz, Wrightsman and Cook 1976, p. 570). Personality and derpo- .

graphic characteristics of the i terviewers and situational factors may influence the responses of the
. respondents (Van Dalen 1973, p. 329030). Thus, different interviewers will not always elicit the
same responses even from equint groups of respondents. Interviewer's bias is, therefore, a reality
of which every evaluator needs to e aware. The most common techniques for reducing interviewer's
bias include the following:

. ,
.----

1. Propeyselection of in cviewers. Common sources of bias sources are the interviewer's
preconceived ideas or e ceptions of the situation. Irthe result of the survey is a

possittle threat to the interviewers in any way (e.g., posing a threat tp personal interests
or beliefs), interviewers 4, likely & fntroduce bias (Selltiz, Wrightsman'and Cook 1976,
13, 572). A good evaluator should take into account the foregoing consideration when
selecting interviewers. NOW take ajew minutes of your time to complete Checklist 6
to help you in the selection Of interviewers..

11,
. Standardization of the intery This--procedure ncludes use of standard wording in

interview questions and stand instructions bn probing procedure, classification _

doubtful answers -- suggestions lI aimed at minimizing interviewer's bias.

3. Appropriate training of'intervie rs. Untrained or improperly trains interviewers
are certain to manifest greater bi than those adequately trained. The training proceduf
should include thefollowing experiences: how to make initial contact, how to secure %
the interview, how to use thequestionnaire, how to make uge of'probing and, other
interviewing techniques, and how to record and edit the interview. Needless to say,
interviewers need to know the objective of every question and the possible sources of
data distortion, including ways of dealing with this distortion. Additiolially, Van Dalen

p. 330) recommends that the interviewer be kept ignorant of both the hyPothttees
being tested and the data returns. Knowledge of such information may create bias, thus
influencing the manner in which the interviewers conduct the interview.

4. Proper motivation and close supervision. /Horror stories on data being'manufactured".
by interviewers in the comfort of their motel rooms'are not uncommon. Such an even-,

titality can be avoided if, interviewers are properly supervised and made to understand
the importance of getting complete, accurate information. The evaluator should be
aware of the possibilities of.bias at various points in the data collection process and
institute proper safeguards of minimizing it (Selltiz, Wrightsman and Cook 197,6, p. 572).
Whenever resources permit, it is suggesteAthat a field visit be made at least two times
during he_interifiew perioda visit after one third of the respondents-are interviewed
and another visit after two-thirds of the respondents are interviewed. The visit may - .
include checking on2.he'interviewers' problems, progress, and accuracy of work.

Accuracy of work is accomplished through spot checking,. This may involve a visit by
the evaluator to a few randomly selected respondents who have been interviewed. They
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CHECKLIST 6 .

Selection of Interviewers.,

r

/nstruction:' Please respond to the following questions:

1. How many interviewers do you need?

2. What special qualifications are required? Please list them.

2.

3.

4. s

5.

p

3. What personal characteristics are required? Please list them.

1.

2.

3.

4.

P.

So*
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are asked if they were fact ihterviewed, including appFoxim. a e lengtij of interview

r time. However, when resources do not allow you to provide actual field supervision,
you may either use the telephone or postcards as meansonollow-up. Select a random
sample of respondents and contact them by terephone,or by mail using an easy-to-fill-
out, self-addressed, stamped postcard verifying whether or not they participated in the
interview. These procedures are important in checking whether the inte wers are 11)
fact doing their job and not fabricating results.

'5. Reviewing completed instruments by the evaluator. It is suggested_tha ter the inter-.
viewers have turned in their completed interviews (at different points .f Mme during
the interview period), the evalbator go thr6ugh each complgWinte iew meticulouisly
ancheck_if all necessary questions are answered: Check ilso to se that there' are no
missing pages. Staple each set securely..The front pages of thpse that pass the inspection",
should be ini.Paled and dated. Those inconipleteor highly doubtful questtibllnaires Must
bee completed or discarded, and respondents should be interviewed again whenever pos-

. sible. After the questionnaires are inspected (i.e., those with complete answerand pages),

.4? thy should be depoSitediri one glace. If possible, tie all returns from one place and label
them appropriately.

s

CheCk list 7 is de' igned to help'you deal with the prOblems of minimiiing intervieweris bias.
V

o

Dealing with Social Desirability Bias
,-

Another im portant source of datidisltofn'is desirability bias, which is "a tendency to offer
socially desirable answers ... to answer questiorr in a way that conforms to dominant beliefs or
patterns among groups to whi.ch.the respondent feels some identification or allegiance" (Dillmgn
-19,78, p. 62). For example, some of your respondents may be located in communities Where partic-
ular schbols are known to be popular. Socially desirable resp6nse bias is manifest when former voca-
tional education students saythey are satisfied with their training, ever) though they are not, because
they do not want to express an opinion that runs counter to the dominant view,

There is a greater probability of social di8irability bias in face-to-c; interview than with use
of a mailed questionnaire. Such a probability can be compounded if the interviewer is personally
knewri by the respondents orjf the interviewer is known to be affiliated with theschoOl. The
following techniques/are suggested to minimize social desirability bias:

1. Use of telephone interview or maqad questionnaire,

2. Employment of interviewers not per,sonally knoWn by the respondents. The use of
vocational teachers or guidance counselors as interviewers, even with the use of the
telephone, is discouraged.

How to Increase Generalizability of Interview Data-

Good methodology dictates that yOu should strive v3,01100 percent usab eturn'st(i.-e., com-
plete, accurate answers) from every selected respondent, especially if xou hat-re q.randorsamPle. In

a/ 'cases where only certain percentage of the sample reply or in cases where some completed interview
'schedules have to be discarded because the answers arelinaccurate, it becom2s inappropri'ate to gener-

alize to the total populatiorr from the data collected.

so
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CHECKLIST 7

Minimizing Interviewer's Bias

. .4
!.

..)-., . ,

Instructions: Please respond appropriately to the following qtestions;

Yes No
V

1. Is the interview sTandardized'allowing the interviewer as little free choice
as possible?

Does the interviewer's training include th.e following aspects of the study?

Li Ca Objectives of the evaluation

Objectives of every question

Sources of interview bias
1

0 0
-CD

3. Is the interer trained in the following areas?

Making initial contact

Securing the interview

Using Vie quesikinnaire .

Probing and other interview techniques.

Recording the interview

Editing the interview
e

4. Is there a mechanism for providing a regular check of'the data collected?

of

4v
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In this section, discussion focuses on strategies for increasing the rate of participation in order
to iNcrease generalizability of interview data. The following procedures are offered for the evaluator's
consideration:

f

1. Identify sufficient resources from which to obtain updated,addresses of former
vocational education students.

*
2. Determine the best place to send precontact letters and the best site for the interview.

3. Design all correspondence in the most professional and appealing format.

4. Consider using the telephone as a method of precontact. I nfArm the respondehts of ,

the purpose and sponsor of the study, and explain that a trairted interviewer will call
dt their addresses.

5. Ensure that interviewers are trained to make proper initial contactboth at the &tor
and inside the house. The Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan
(1976, p. 7) offers the following advice:

At the doors,tep you should..state the course of action phich you
desire rather than ask permission for the interview. Fo4nstance,
instead of asking, "May I come in?' to which a respondent could
easily reply "No," say, "1 would like to come in and talk with you
about this." Avoid questions such as "Are you busy now?" or
"Could I take this interview now?" or "Should I come back?"
Questions which permit undesired responses can lead or even push
a respondent into refusing to be interviewed.

,J
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Descriptive Statistics for Summarizing Data

. -,
The kind and amount of data collected iepend on the study objectives. Your data may therefore

( include, in addition to your dependent variables, some or all of the following predictors or indepen-
dent variables: demographic (sex designation, ethnicity, and age); socioeconomic status (parents'
income or parents' educational background);-type of vocational program in which enrolled; present
occupation and salary; and other variables of interest. Needless to say, these data need to be system-
atically summarized by use pf descriptive statistics for ease in presentation. and comprehension. This
section presents some statistics designed to help you in this area. 4 .

.

Frequency
fl

el
.Frequency refers to the number of times a specific item occurs...For example, you may want to

know the frequency distribution of your respondents (former vocational students) in terms of some
predictor variables like sex designations, ethnicity,.and vocational orlograms in which they are enrolled.
Besides the usual frequency table distribution, these data can be graphically presented in avpriety of
ways that will facilitate comprehension, such as the use of a histogram, polygon,;or pie graph. In addi-
tion, frequency data can be presented as eistributions of simple frequencies, percentagefrequencies,
or cumulative frequencies. Your type of data, the central theme of your study, and the kind of audience.
receiving the report are the major factors that need to be considered in determining the best way to
present your data. Figure 9 includes some different,uses of graphic presentktons to illustrate percentage
distribution.

Measures of Central Tendency

Measures of central or average tendency include the
mode. Average is commonly defined as a number indicating th entral value of p group of observa-

arithmetic mean, median, and

tions. The average serves two important functions:

First, it is a shorthand description of a mass di, quantitative data obtained from
a sample. ... An average is, therefore, descriptive of a sample obtained at a
particular time in a particular way. Second, it also describes indirectly_but with
some accuracy the, population from which the sample was drawn (Guilford and
Fruchter 1973, p.42).

Let us takesalary satisfaction score as an, exa le. The mean is the arithmetic average of the
scores of the iesp' ondents. The mean is computed by adding all the scores of the different respondents
and dividing it by the total number of respondents; thus, the mean can be heavily influenced by
extremes, particularly in a small number of cases. The median is the midpoint between the highest
and the lowest score, above or below which are half the respondents. The mode is the score with the
highest number of respondents. The example that follows illustrates the three different methods.ofmetasurind central tendency,.'

..-
ti

SOURCE: Franchak and Ponce et al., pages 103-107.
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Legend:
1. Highly dissatisfied
2. Dissatisfied
3. Neither satis ied nor dissatisfied
4. Satisfied
5. Highly satisfied

Figure 1

Graphic Presentations of Percentage Distributions
(Degree of Satisfaction with Salary of Former Vocational Students)

Histogram
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Polygon
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Pie°Graph
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DATA COMPILED FROM A STUDY OF
FORMER STUDENTS' JOB SATISFACTION

-
Salary satisfaction

'score (x)
44111

5

4

3

1

0

Code

Melly satisfied
Satisfied .,

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied -

Dis'satislied
Highly dissatisfied

Total number of scores =

Frequencyt
(f)

10

20

35
18

12

95 Sum of all scores =

.

Product
(f)(x)

50
80

105
36
12

'283

Mode The most freque'ntly occurring score = 3

Median The score that is midpoint between the highest and lowest scores= 3
Mean Sum of all scores divided by the total number bf scores = 283/95=2.98

Where the distribution is reasonably symmetrical, the arithmetic mean* usually preferred and
is most useful because it is generally the most reliable Or accurate. It has stability and consistency;
thus, it is better suited for arithmetical computations, as will be seen later in the chapter. On the
other hand, as suggested by Fitz-Gibbon and Morris (197-8, p. 26), the median is used rather than t
the mean jf (1) yo will not need to perform statistical tests requiring the mean, (2) if you need a
quiaestimate of group performance, or (3) if the distribution is not symmetrical. Additionally, if
the ley.p.1 of measur&ment of your variables is nominal, only the mode is meaningful.

4

Measures of Variability

Measures of variability are also known as measures of dispersion, heterogeneity, scatter, or.r
spread. They amused to describe important characteristics of distributions (i.e., the variability of
the scores. Using the salary satisfaction scores as an example, measures of variability answer the
question: how varied are the scores that contribute to the mean salary satisfaction scare of the
group? There are two,general measures of variability discussed in this chapter, the total range and
the standard deviation.

The total range is easily determined, but it is also a highly unreliable measure because it is
based only on'two values. Again using salary satisfaction score as.an example, theyange is computed
by subtraCting the4owest reported score from the highest reported score. Different groups of
respondents and types Of vocational programs can be only crudely compared on the basis of their
range of salary satisfaction scores.

too The standard deviation is "the most com monly used indicator of degree of dispers,ion and is
the most dependable estimate of the variability in thg' total population fromwhich the sample
came" (Guilford and Fyuchter 1973, p. 65). The standar deviation of the salary satisfaction scores
of former vocational students is a statistic indicating ho much the scores are spread out around

1 the mean`. The smaller the standard deviation, the less spr ad are the scores. Knowing the standard
io* deviation of a group of measurements performs two functions (Morris and Fitz-Gibbon 1978, p 30):

It provides a good means for describing the spread of certain measures
(e.g., income or perception on the quality of training) obtained from
thp administration of a particular instrument.k,.

mar
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It provides a basis for later statistical procecluces that you may want to
-perform, such as &test of the signifiiance of differences between group
means:

The example below will help you differentiate between the two types of measures:

Salary satisfaction
'score (x) (x 2)

Frequency
(fl"

%Id%
(f1 (x) 00(21

25 10 50 250
4 16 26 80 320
3 9 35 105 315
2 4 18 1 36 72

, 1 1. 12 12 12
r

n = 95 Sum = Sum =283 969

sk.

Range = highest score lowest score
= 5 1 =4

Standard deviation oes (fx)2 -

=1.00169) (283) 2 / 95
=1.36

,

ISO

1

11.

4
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GRAPHIC PRESENTATIONS

Graphic presentations are an extremely useful and efficient medium fox theresentation of
quantitative data in a manner which facilitates the comparison of values, trends, and relationships.
Graphic displays have qualities and values lacking ina narrative presentation. .%

1. They are more effective in creating interest and catching the` ettendon of the reader.

2. They provide visual relationships which are more clearly grasped and more easily
remembered.

They are more time efficient, since the essential meaning of large masses of statistidal
data can be assimilated at a glance.

4. Tihay-provide a more comprehensive picture ofthe problem, making for a more
, complete and better balanced understanding. Ir

5. They stimulate and facilitate analytical thinking and investigation which bring out
hidden facts and relationships.

Graphic presentatipas include the following forms:
14'

1. Rectilinear coordinate charts The most frequently useof this type is the \imple,
= arithmetic line chart. -A number of useful variations exist; the cumulative curve chart, ,

/staircase curve chart, simple-surface:or silhouette chart, staircase surface chart,
,multiple- surface or band chart, and the 100 percent surface chart.

.!
2. Bar and column charts The major use of these forms is to facilitate the 'visual

comparison of the magnitude of coordinate items or partsof a total. The bars in a
bar chart are arranged vertically in% column chart. Basically, there are at leaSt eight
types of bar chartne Simple bar chart, the bar-ind-symbol chart, the subdivided-bar
'chart, the subdivided 1.00 percent bar chart, the grouped-bar chart:the paired-6ar
chart, the deviation-bar chart, and the sliding-bar chart.

There are also eight basic types of column chartS: simple column charts`, connected-
column char,ts, groupq-colunin dharts,subdivided-polymn charts, riet-deviatiOn -.

column charts, grOss-deiation column chartf, flaatirig-column
%
charts, and -range

,charts. 'v. .. .
-.. . .

3. Semilogarithmic or ratio charts This type of chart is especially suitable fpr showing
proportional and percentage Pelatronshit)s. It is a good method'for portraying rates of
change in a graphic way. Tf of chart not only correctly represents relative,/

i ,
.

s

.
1.-

.
4

SOURCE: Stephen J. Franchak and Michapl H. Kean, Evaluafieh Handbook. Guidelines and Practices for the
Utilization of Evaluation Re is (Columbus. The National Cbnter for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University, 1981), pp. TO-58. --.... .
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changes, but also indicates absolute amounts at the same tittle. The vertical axis is ruled

ri, logarithmically, and the horizontal axis, arithmeticetf. The continued narrowing of
"the'spacings of the scale divisions on the vertical axis is characteristic of logarithmit

ruling. Or\the other hand, the equal intervals on the horizontal axis are indicative of
arithmetic ruling. This chart is also sometimes referred to as a ratio chart because of the

,
proportional roifitionships which it.portrays. ?

. --'1sv't
4. Frequency graphs and related.charta There are three basic types of simple frequencin-1;

`--- graprls: frequency polygon, histogram, and smoRthed frequency carve. The cumulative-
fre3uency gr ica, or ogive, is well suited to the follovvingpurpoges: (a) to determine and
show-the number 'or proportto'n of cases abpve or below a given value, and (b) to com-
pare two or more freqbency distributioq. , .

Probability graphs are based on the normal frequency curve. This ethod provides a test
for proportional asymmetry as well as demonstrates comparisons tween empirical and

e , ,..

theoretical distributions arid prediction. t
.

5. Miscellaneous graphic forms The pie chart may be used ta show component relations.
..*

The various segments of a circle represent component parts of the total. The trilinear
_ chart simultaneously portrays three variables in the form of elements of a single function

of activity. It is always a 100 percent chart, since the sum of the three values indicated
is equal ts 100 percent. Trjlinear charts are especially useful in portraying` operating,
production, or other costs expressed by a threefold breakdown. -

. i
The scatter diagram (scattergram) and other-types of correlation charts show in graphic

,th .0rm the degree and ,3e of relationship or covariation between two series of data: in
ilatistiGal terms, the relationshipbetWeen two or more variables is described as correla-
tion. The fan chart Portrays change for two different periods either by percentages or

, index numbers. As many as ten or, fifteen items may be shown, depending on the range',
mad scatter of values.

Ranking or rating charts place emphasis on the position of certain items or categories.
This position is usually based on magnitude Or frequendy. Therefore, emphasis is placed
on rank-order position, rather than on the values themselves. .

The most elective way of showing spatial relationships is the map. Maps areAen help
. 4 ,

a

ful in locating pibblems, testing hypotheses,analyzing data, and discovring hidden facts
and relationships:The following basic types of maps may be useful in portraying statis-
tical data: (a) Gross-hatched or shaded maps, (b) spot or'paint-symbol maps, (c) isoline
maps, (d) maps with one or more'types of graphs

..

superimposed, and (e) a combination'
.:. .

of two'or more of'the preceding types. -
1 4

a .
.

.f Pictorial graphs and charts may be used with popular reports which prepared for
. .

nontechnical use. They add interest for the reader whb may not be of rvyeise motivated

is to look at the item. Charts drawn in projection have limited use in voca onal informa-
tion packaging, largely because of the complexity involved in design" hree-dimensional

. -
pictorial graphic forms whidh are distortion-Tree.

This is a very brief outline of some graphic forms which vocational education evalugtoo may
consider for reporting evaluation results. The reader is.referred to figures 1 through 7 for selected

ideas for developing graphic displays.
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Fiore 1,

(Three-Dimensional Bar Chart)
TOTAL ENROLLMENTS BY PROGRAM, 19419

1512 1500
1530 1550

1350

41.

1700 1150 1147

Vocational Program Code:

1 Plastics Technician
2 Horticulture Producti6n
3 Livestock Mabagement
4 Fashion Retailing
5 Insurance
6 Marketing
7 Accounting

8 Quantity Food Preparation
9 Auto Mechanics-

10 Practical Nursing
11 Data Processing (keypunch)
12 Cosmetology
13 Interior Design
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Figure 2

(Line Graph)
10tH-12TH GRADE ENROLLMENTS BY PROGRAM, 19-419

8. i

(Enrollment)
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Figure 3

(Bar or Column Chart)
MONTHLY SALARY OF EMPLOYED VOCATIONAL PROGRAM GRADUATES
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Figure 4

(Bar Chart)
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Figure 6

(Bar ChartShang)
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Figuie 7 et

t (Three - Dimensional Batasign) A

STUDENT ENROLLMENT BY PROGRAM BY COURSE
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A more detailed description about each specific type of chart with numerous examples may be

found by consulting the following references:

. AT&T. Making the Most of Charts: An ABC of Graphic Presentation. Washingkn, DC:
Navy Publications and Printing Service, November 1970.

Schmid, C.F., and Schmid, S.E. Handbook of Graphic Presentation. New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1974.

Starr, H.; Maurice, C.; Black, M.; and Keller, P. Selecting, Analyzing,.and Displaying
Planning Information. Columbus: The Natidnal Center for Research in Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1979.
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APPENDIX F

FOLLOW-THROUGH STAFF
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Staff Functions and Competencies
e.

The following functions and competencies were identified for staff to provide follow-through
services.

Functions

Individual and group counseling
Employer contacts
Agency referral contacts
Subcontracting for services
Designing and developing materials
Evaluating services
Monitoring counselor case loads

ti,
Competencies

e

Individual and group counseling. The counseling function was divided into four subgroups:
general, employability, job adjUstment, and career and educational planning. The first subgrou
represents a comnion core of competencies that are relevant to al( areas of fo)ow-through co nseling
regardless of the service area in which they.are used. The last three relate raipectively to s ific
follow-through services d cribed in the model: job search assistance, job adjustment counseling, and
career planning and trainin assistance.

General:

Interview clients; by telephone or in Nrson, to obtain information on their cUrrent education
and employment Status. ' 9,

Determine clients' needstfor follow- though services based upon -the assessment of their
education and employment status. 1. '
MaintaMppropriate records documenting counseling activities performed.

Develop rapport with clients: exhibit empathy and pptierice, be ii4ere, Use tact, build trust,
and learn the language or jargon of the client population.

Recognize the influence of clients' other life roles and priorities (e.g., family responsibilities)
on employability.

Educate clients' significant others concerning the value of ,follow- through serekes for the
, clients in order to gain the support of those others.

Observe clients' physical and emotional status (e.g., use of drugs and alcohol, ability to get
.along with oth7sriii'identify problems,that may affect their job success.
Encourage clients to _develop positive attitudes toward themselves, others, and work. ,,

Novide opportunitiesThr clients to develop personal motivation and a sense of responsibility.
Instruct clients on problem:solving techniqUes and encourage them to' use techniques for
solving various k4ds of problems. e

SOURCE.: Campbell et pl., pp. 58-65.
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Employability:

Instruct clients in methods of locating job openings.

Teach clients how to interview for jobs and to prepare job application materials.

Inform clients of conditions of employment (e.g., the employer's and employee's rights and
expectations, criteria for advancement).

Explain the woman's expanding role in the.United States labor force to those clients whose
culture defines the woman's employment role in a traditional or limited way.

Arrahge for clients to observe- successfully employed role models (e.g., through on-the-job
visits, classroom visits by personS' outside the program or former program participants,
media presentations).

Encourage clients to seek employment despite apparent lack of progress.

Describe acceptable and unacceptable behavior for the,world of work (e.g., attitudes, .

appearance, attendance, promptness, adherence to organization's rules).

Job adjustment:

Assis cli in examining their employment situations to identify job-related factors (e.g.,
insufficient job knowledge, door work habits, negative,attitudes) that impede their optimal
job performance.

Assist clients in assessing problems outside the job (e.g., inadequate child care or transpor-
tation) that impede their optimal job performance.

Use-group counseling techniques, such as lecture, group discussions and conferences, training
groups, role playing, simulations, gaming, in-basket techniques, and use of audiovisuals, to
help clients identify and solve job adjustment problems.

Counsel clients on a one-to-one basis to help them identify and solve theii job adjustment.
probleT . C

Career and educational planning:

Provide clients with career information to assist them in exploilng'and choosing careers.

Maintain a file of support service agencies, including contact information, referral procedures,
and services provided.

Contact agenciei to inform them of clients' service needs.

Infofm clients of agencies'that can providesrequired support services.

Subcontracting for services:

Identify services needed from outside sources.

Identify available Service providers.

Determine available funds to be expended on outside services.

Develop formal requests for services.

Initiate contracts with service providers according to _established policies and procedures.
e)
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Designing and developing follow-through materials:

Determine thg kinds of materials needed to.support follow-through services.

Acquire and evaluate;the appropriateness of existing materials for follow through, services.

Revise or adapt existing materials for use in follow-through services.

Develop follow-through materials, such as instructional packages, filmstrips, slide/tapes, and
group exercises. ±

'Arrange fOr the development of follow-through mate's.

Evaluating.services:

Review goal(s) and objectives of follow- through services.

Determine which elements of follow-through services are to be evaluated.

IdAtify measures of success of follow-through service's.

Identify sources of feedback information for evaluating follow-through services.

Develop methods of collecting infor ation for:follovli-through evaluation.

Determine methods by which evalu tion information can be analyzed.

Determine means of transmitting feedback information (for follow-through evaluation) to-$ .staff (e.g., forms, reports, staff meetings).

Determirie a time sch dule for collecting, analyzing, transmitting, and reacting to evaluation
information. A. \ - .,

. Provide Information about future trends and tgchnological changes tbrat may affect
employment. . .

f,
I

Help clients to develop career 'decision- making, goal-setting, and goal-achieving skills.

Encourage and support.clients who are interested in'cayeerq that are nontraditional for
their sex.. .. .

Assist clients in'assessing and redirecting career goals!'

Identify outside sources for career planning assistance to whiCh clients can be referred.

. Inform client of education ancjtraining organizations andinstitutions that may meet their
'training needs. -

Employer conta

Identify existing employment opportunitil for clients.

Obtain job information from employers, uc as job requirements, evaluation procedures,
criteria for advancement, company 13olicie regulations, bnd benefits. db.

Review with employers the traits (skills, work habits,..and personal characteristics) they
are seeking in potential employ4es.,

Confer with employers about clients' performance, progresi, job adjustm ent problems, and
ways the clients can resolve their problem's. , ,
Discuss with employers the reasons for client job terminations.

Mediate between employers and clients too help resolve conflicts when job-threatening
situations arise. , . * .

1
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Agency referral contacts:
"kIdentif y. agencid in the community that provide support services.

Obtain literature describing community support services (e.g., a support services referral \ t
handbook). '. ,v

so

Review with agency staff specific information about available services (e.g., type of service
provided, eligibility, methods of referral, fees, schedules).

Monitoring counselor case loads:

Determine an appropriate counselor-client ratio.

Devise procedures for assigning clients to counselors andNor counselors to substitUte for
each other in the event of absence.

EstabliSh a schedule of services, including follow-up checkpoints and maximum period of
service delivery.

Devise a plan for'maintaining contact with clients through which to conduct ongoing needs
assessment.

Instruct clkrical staff on scheduling client appointments.

Devise staffing plans and schedules for-conducting group activities.

Develop p?ocedures for terminating clients' participation in the program.

Establish procedures for counselors to report t eir progress and problems in maintaining'
their client case loads.

Vre

,
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.4

Staff Composition and Size

Thr types of staff are needed in a follow-through program: a servicerttlordinator, counselors,
and one r more clerical workers. The duties of each are described as follows.

Coordinator of follow-through services

This person is responsible for the administration of follow-through services. Duties include the
following:

Supervisirig 'staff
Assigning and monitoring the counselor case load
Designing, implernentingzs.ancL091.uating services
Coordinating functions witWIrte foilow-through services program
Coordinating follow-through services with other related programs and agencies
Administering the budget

Follow-through counselors

These staff members are directly responsible Tor providing follow-through services to clients to
enhance their job success andcareer progression. Services may include the following:

Needs assessment a t
.......:

. Placement assistance ,
(Individual and group counseling

Training in joh search skills
' Career planning assistance -1

,', ldentificgior3 of training opportunities . .

Referral to appropriate agenciekfor assistance with personal problems'
,.

-
Counselors also proyide assistance to the coordinator in the administration and evaluation of

services,

k

Clerical workers
O

Clerical.staff are responsible for providing clerical and admihistrative support for follow-through
services.. Duties include such routine"office work as the following:

A

'Typing -.

Filing,. .
0

Processing forms °

Arrangingappointments ' . .

,...._`
Answering telephones . ,

o
.- Clerical services may also bwrovided for clients participating in job search activities.

The size of the counseling staff will vary with the'size of the service case load. There is no
precedent for client-counselor ratios for follow-through services; however, on the basis of past
experience with sirrillar programs (Gonzales 1980), it is reprri'mended that the ratio not exceed
60:1.t.l.n dense urban areas, a somewhat smaller.case load may be advisable. The size of th'e clerical

- staff will depend upon the mber of other staff in the program, client case load, wIlether clerical
services are provided to cliff nts conducting job sear.gb activities, and other factors. .
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. Gordon and Erfurt (n.d.), on the bisis of worts with disadvantaged clients in the Jobs/Now
PrOgram, advocate a racial/ethnib mixture among the staff. Nmonglother things, this enables thv
staff to observe client interaction with people of different backgrounds and to identify any poten-
tial job adjustment problems related to racial/ethnic factors. For *similar reasons, repreientation of
both sexes in the counseling staff might be advisable.
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WORK MATURITY SKILLS
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9

1.0 Present a positive image

2.0

r 2.01

1.01

1.02

WORK MATURITY SKILLS .

'Follo0 good grooming practices

A. Maintain cleanlines

B.' Practice dental hygiene

Practice good health habits

A. Follow good nutrition and diet principles

B. Follow habits that promote physical

1.03 Dress appropriately for thejob

A. Select appropriate Work clothing

B. Keep clothing in good condition,

1.04 Exhibit self-confidence -,

A. . Identify personal strengths

B. Use positive body language

Exhibit positive work attitudes

Use basic social skills '

A. Assume positive behavior

'B. Exhibit interest in others

2.02 Be creative and willing to learn )
A. identify Creative potential in self and others

B. Seek new ideas and ways of doing things

2.03 Take pride in your work

A. ,Develop a sense of contribution about your work

, B. Beorticular about the finished product %

3.0. Practice good work habits-or'.

3.61' Maintain regular aitendance

; A. Pe punctual'

B. -Be.dependable

3.02 Be thorough and diligent dh

A. Complete tasks willingly and on lime

B. Be persistent and persevering

C. Maintain professional knowledge

fitness

0
e

.. ,

' SOURCE: Developed:by the Technical Assistance for Occupational Skills Training Project, sponsored by the Office
,

of Youth Programs,, U.S. Department of Labor, 1981.

1
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3.03 Follow safety practices

A. Identify and follow general safety rules

B. Operate equipment safely

C. Identify and demonstrate first aid techniques-
*.

4.0 Practice ethical behavior

4.01 Exercise integrity and good judgment

A. Maintain confidentiality

B. Maintain lo-yalty

C. Demonstrate honesty

4.02 Respect property

A. Care for the building

B. Care for equipment and furniture

4.03 Follow company rules

A. Follow company policies and operating procedures

B. Cooperate with organization and union .(:) resolve conflitts

5.0 Communicate effectively

5.01 'Demonstrate spoken Communication skills

A. s Use proper language .

B. Use proper speaking techniques

C. Correctly relate information and messages

5.02 Demonstrate written communication skills

A. State information in a clear, concise, nd complete manner

B. Conve7eccurate and complete infor ation

Demonstrate nonverbal communication. skills

A. Use body language to improve sp6king skills

B. Use body language to improve listening skills

5.04 Demonstrate good listening habits

A. Exhibit qualities of a good listener

B. Follow verbal instructions

6.0 Accept responsibility

6.01 Use-initiative. .

A. Anticipate responsibilities on the job

B. Be willing to perform your scope of work

6.02 Use problem - solving techniques

P. Analyze the problem

B. Identify and choose among alternatives

) C. Devise a plan of action,
r,
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1
6.03 Manage personal responsibilities

A. Manage responsibilities of family living
B. Manage personal finances

7.0 Cooperate with others
7.01 Work as a member of a team

A. Immunicate freely with coworkers and supervisors
B. Deal with job frustrations

7.02 Work under supervision -

A. Identify and work within the organizational structure
B. ,Cope wi h conflict

2-
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(/1 Group Counseling

Lecture

A-person who'is knowledgeably about a 'given topic presents information on that, topic to agroup of listeners. This technique is generally considered an inferior traiiaing method'tfor severalreasons: the clienkis In a passive role, placing the burden solely on the traiger; lectures tend to beboring; the content may not be individualized to each client's needs; and there is.little opportunityfor feedback toitheirtlient,as to how well the content is being learned. These disadvantages tend toincrease with the si of the group. there aie, howeJer, some advantages to the lecture' technique:much information can- given'to many pe,b;:.2 quiikly; it is inexpensive in terms of client-counselorratio; and an excellent lecture can be an inspirational model to the clients.

The lecture technique may be most appropriate for providing employment orientation infor-mation (rules, procedures, tax information, labor laws, benefits, personal finance, employer expec-'tations, and so on). Lectuite is noerecOmmended as the sole method of providing group counseling.It is most beneficial when used as an introduction to another technique or for providing a final, syn-thesizing statement of what has been taught through an1th4r technique.i. .

Conference or Group Discussion

A group leader and small group of,glients work together in a discusiion setting. T e rpoie,goals, and objectives of the session are carefully explained by the leader, whb keeps the disc sionfocused on the objectjyes. Problems and issves are-advanced, either the leader presents typical
problem's or Clients present their actual problems, and group members participate inotheirVesolution.In the course of discussion:;clivts use each others' insights to shave their oWn thinking.

Hiccoun aid Campbell (1972), in their discussion of work entry problems of youth, conclude-
that "group discussions and conferences might provide one of the better intervention strategies tobe used for aiding work-entrarits in their development of flexible coping styles" (p. 37.).

Advantages of the conference technique are that it enables cli,ents to discover solutions to theirown problems and that it usually facilitates retention of learning; it is cost effective; it is flexible fomany uses and can be combined easil/ with other techniques (such as case studies, role playing, ause of audioyisuals); and it can alert the counselor to individual clients' potential on-the-job problemsso that early.inteevention is possible. The benefits 'of this technique are maximized when the groupis kept small, the goals are made clear, the group processis well _organized, anktective leadership ,prevents one or two clients from monopOlizing the discussion. This technique can begespecially effec-tive for developing problem-solving s ills; nging attitudes, values, and responses to supervision; andimproving 'interaction skills with co ers. It is hot an effectivmethod of imparting a lot of sub-
stantive content within a reasonable time. , /

Training Groups ("T Groups") or Sensitivity Training

A small group.of clients and a facilitator focus on some dimension of interpersonal relations,
critically evaluating themselves and the others while focusing on the "here and now." The goal is to-n
see oneself as seen by others, using conflict as a vehitle for accomplishing this.

SOURCE: All materials in this appendix are from Campbell et al., pp. 40-53.
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On the applicability of this technique to the general working population (as opposed to those
in managerial training), Haccpun and Campbell (1972) state that:

(1) work settings are.social ones; (2) work involves the face-to-face interactions
of many people; (3) work conflicts are frequent occurrences. It would seem
that these situations are well suited to the use of the T group as an interveniion
strategy (p. 33). -

The T group can be an effective technique for increasing sensitivity; improving the capacity for open
communication, and increasing flexibility in role behavior. Lt should be noted, however, that the
effects of sensitivity training seem to fade quickly and the transferability of what is learned through
this technique to the work environment has not been determined(

Role Playing

Participants in a small group assume the roles of characters in a problem situation and act out
the situation. Problems may be provided by the leader, presented through case studies or open-ended
audiovisual vignettes, or suggested 119 the clients. If the group is large it can be broken into smaller
groups, who act out the same situation simultaneously, and then reassemble to discuss the solutions.'

Role playing is an effective technique for improving communication and coping Qcills, increasing
self-awareness and self-esteem, learning appropriate job language and behavior, reducing prejudice,* and changing work values and attitudes. It is also a means for the counselor to predict job behaviors
in clients. One drawback of rote playing is that some participants either find it hard to take the situ-
ations seriously or focus too much on acting and lose sight of the counseling goals. Advantages of
this technique are that it is motivating and interesting to the client, an active form of learning in
which the learner receives immediate feedback and reinforcement, a good vehicle for clients to
practice,coping behaviors, and fairly easy to design. Role playing .js somewhat costly in terms of
administration andAime. ,

Grriing Techniques

Two or more clients, each given information about a hypothetical problem or situation, corn.

pete within'he framework of a-game. Each strives to win the game and maximize returns.

Games are most frequently Used to improve goal-setting and decision-making skills and to
develop greater awareness of business environments. Gaming can be an effective technique for some
clients because the element of fun is motivatidnal. Further, clients are allowed to set their pwn goals
and are helpecrto understand which actions ought to be taken to attain those goalt. Immediate feed-
back is reinforcing and forces realism regarding the causality of one's actions leading to outcomes.

Many suitable games are available'commerciallyfor example, The Job Game (Employment
Trainirig Corporation) and Life Career Game (Western Publishing Company). When existing games
are used for thii tech.iue, the cost tends to be quite low in relation to the outcomes.

Simulation

t
Clients assume worker roles in aP/pottietical situation, frequently some type of business ven-

ture. Participants learn the importapce of worker interrelationships through carrying out interrelated
tasks. '16
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For some clients, this can be apotivatiorial technique becatise of the participatory element
and the interesting situations that can be created. Simulations are usually flexible, in that different'
numbers of roles can be used together-, or roles can be combined in different ways. It is important
to use this technique selectively, with those clients Who are most likely to benefit from it.

When commercially available simulations are usedfor example; AdventureLifelong Learning
Simulation .(4bt Publishing Company) and Project Seek. (The National Center for Research in Voca'
tional dutation)prepar'ation for this techniqefe is fair) Inexpensive, although staff involvement in
relation to payqff may be high.

....-

a Ip- basket TeChnique
-- .. ' , 4

* - \
. .

This technique is closely related to simulation but can be conducted with Jess elaborate struc-
ture and,pfepai'ation. Each client receives a description of a4waker role and an in-basket of job tasks
representing day-to-day problems or decision points.. (Although this techniqua.js most effective when
several clientAare given interrelated roles and in- baskets, it may also be used y4th individuals.) Clients
deal with the items in their in-baskets, then discuss their activities with the camselgr, w o helps them
interpret appropriateness ofciecisions nd actions and their impact on other workers' 8. .

This.technique is an appropriate counseling tool for adjustment problems related to decision
making and personnel interrelationships. ,

--e

case Studies
, ... / '. . ,

Written problem descriptions are presented to the clients, who try to resolve the problems.
Members of the group share their ideasdeas arid discuss alternative solution5.

. -t-- . ...

This techniqte may be appropriate for working-pn situational problems, personal work habits,
and problems related to interpersonal relations and response to'supervision. It is also useful as a

determine
*

follow-up to other techniques fo determine how much clients have retained. .follow -up. to

VtudioviSuals

t ',
Films,,filmstrips, slides, tape recordin' gs, videotapes, closed circuit television can be used

z.. in'a variety of ways in job adjustment counseling. . c -,

. ,

Many films, filmstrips, and recordings that are available commercially d ',with work adjustment
- topics. Examples ipclude-the following:\

\
,

.. ,, i

ABC's of Getting.and Keeping,a Job-(Eye Gate House)
Exploripg the Wald of Woik ,(Specialized Service and Supply Co.)

. 'Getting a Job and On the Job (Education Design)
c -... Opportunity (Scholastic Book Services)

, -

Roles,apd Goals (Argus Communication) `'

Your First Week on the Job, You and Your Job Interview, Trouble at Work,' ,. ,

,'Job that Goes Some ace, and Job Hunting: Where to Begin (Guidance Aslociates)
7,, ,,,

.-
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Materials such as these are versatile. they can be used in different settings and with any size of,group;
if kept in stock, they can be used with little notice or preparation and can be chosen to fulfill a
variety of purposes; and they require a minimum of staff time. The content should be studied care-

, fully for accuracy, appropriateness.for the courtteling goals, and absence of ambiguity and bias.

Disadvantages of this type of medium are that the learner is in a passive role andihat the
Materials may not be strictly relevant to each client's co &nseling needs. To help focus the content
on specific problems and to involve the clients $ctively in interpretation o1 the content, audiovisual
presentations should be followed by discussion,
"-

Audio arid videotapes and closed circuit television are useful for enother purpose, microteaching.
In this technique, the clients give a short presentation or participate in role playing. The segment is
recorded and replayed and the client's watch or listen to the recording with their counselor and other ,
members of the group. The client receive immediate feedback through watching their own behavior
and from.the discussion that follows.

Although performing before camera or microphone can be threatening and depersdnalizing to
some clients, these feelings can be minimized by preparing the clients for the experience of self
observation. While the initial cost of audiovisual materials and equipment is high, the cost °vet time
is low because they can be reused.

:
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Individual Assistance
r '

Individual assistance, in he forrh of counseling or other services, has the advantage that it can
be tailored exactly-to the cli nt's n . Thy content can be individualized on the basis of the client
needs assessment and service n be rendered when they are most needed. Several techniques for
providing individual assistance are described as4ollows.

.

Indiyidual Counseling .--;

Counseling is provided on a one-to-one basis to help the client deal with adjustment problems
o n the job and to develop coping skills that will help tlte client Ilandle future on-the-job problerhs
without assistance.

It is important that counseling be provided early,*at the first sign pf a potential adjustment
problem. In many cases this makes it possible to avert a,probl(iin rather than to remedy it. may
be too, late to solve a problem through,counseling after a potentiatjproblem has escalated into an
on-the-job clash.) Individual counselinlmay be considered an expensive techniquein terms of
counselor-client ratio, but it is frequently more efficient than group counseling in terms of getting
to the problem quickly and resolving it. .

,Dialogue with Employer

Ongoing-dialogue with clients' employers is a good source of information about job adjdstment.
By keepitig informed in this way, the counselor can be alert to potential problems and offer coun-
seling services befoie problems become critical. S..,

Intervention'or Advocacy

, Sometimes a job adjustm. erit problem resultsan a crisisthe client is fired,is under threat of
being fired, quits, or is about to quitbefore the counselor learns about the situation. Under these
circumstances, the cOtinselor may decide to intervene/1 . 4.

\.. s

#
A , 0

The counselor talks to the employer and the client and determines the nature of the problem
hand any underlying cause's. A decision is then made, as to the best course of action. For example, the
counselor might . a e

' , .

talk to.the employer on behalf oPthe client;
get the client th stay on the job;
.counsel the client on coping with job stress;
get the employer to modify estcessful situation;
refer the client for needed outside sertes...

This technique is most easily implemented if an ongoing dialogue has been maintained with
the employer. Additional discussion of this technique is presented by Gordon and Erfurt (n,c1.),
p. 119ff..

(

\,\'\
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...Programmed or Computer-Aided
Instruction (P1 or CAI)

In this techniq e, small increments Of material are presented to the learner and a question is
asked. If the learne 's response is correct, new'material is presented; if wrong, the material is repeated.
In the linear meth d o, PI, material is presented in ascending order of difficulty, arid the material at
each level must b learned before the next level of material is presented. In the branching method,
the learner who es a wrong answer is "branched" to a deeper exploration of the problem material.

Programmed or computer-aided instruction is available in several forms, including program
books, piecemeal program materials, program learning machines that accommodate one client at a
time_and computer progrs that can accommodate many clients at once.

CAI and PI techniques are useful only when there is a definite content with "right answers" to
be learned. This may limit its applicability for some areas of job adjustment counseling. Haccounts
and Campbell (1972) note that: .

PI seems more efficient when spsecific learning critdia or goals are set. Unfor-'
tunately, setting up specific criteria for problems such as "adjustment to peers
and supervision" is a difficult task because the...criteria are often situation-
determined. However, when (and if) these criteria are specified, the positive
experience with.Pl might be indicative of its futpre usefulness as an interven-
tion strategy (p. 30).

SIIF)ce this technique focuses on individual diff&ences,Is effectiveness varies with those differences.
Motiv,ation may be greatest with people who prefer to learn information systematically. Although
initial cost is very high, PI and CAL systems areinexpensive to u'Se. ,

Modeling

The client observes a person (model) performing a task, then duplicates the task. The task is
repeated until the client can successfully perfor'm it, and correct performance by the client is
rewarded.

I

Also called "observation learning," "imitation identification,a"social learning," and "vicarious
,learning," this technique may be appropriate for such counseling topics as personal wbrk habits,
proper use of language and deportment on tfie job,,and responses to supeivision. It is less appro-
priate tor situational adjustment problems because "correctly".modeled behaviors are difficult to
transfer from one situation to another. The effectiveness of modeliig is enhanced if the model is
someone who is perceived as being competent and with whom'he client can associate.

Exploratory Experience

Often used for people whosecareer goals are unclear, this technique may also be useful for the
client who has a history of mirk adjustment problems, who.has been identified during training as
having strong potential for such problems, or who,has no experience whatsoever with work environ-
ments. In this technique, the clients are placed with a worker on a job in the typG of industry or
business' in which they are seeking employment. The clients observe a typical workday and "get a
feel for" the work environment, .
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Selective Placement

Employment situations to which clients are referredemay needlo be chosen carefully to avoid
a particular adjustment problem for which*a potential has been noted in the client. Occasionally an
instructor or counselor, by'observing a client's Rerformance or interaction.with program staff and
other cIibnts, will detect an aspect of employmefit to which the client is likely lo hav§trouble adjust-
ing (for example, personal grooming or strict regimentation). If it is determined that The client's
attitudes or behaviors cannot be modified sufficiently, or that employment is needed before modifi-
cation can take place,' it may be hipful to place the client on a job in which the problem is not likely
to'arise.

Referral

When personal, family, or other nonjob-related problems impede the client's adjustment to work,'
it,may be appropriate to refer the client to outside services (for example, child care, legal, or mental
health services) for assistance t.kiith the problem. This technique is described under "Referral to
Support Services."

Reading Lists and Printed Materials.
o

The counselor provides reading materials, or lists of such materials, from whi- ch the client learns
appropriate behavior patter-Rs Examples include:

Everything a (416Pni)a) Needs.to Know to Get Paid What Books)
,

Handbook for Yo g Workers (U.S. Government'Pririting Office)
How to Get and Hold the Right Job (U.S. Government Printing ()Pic?)
How to Keep Your Job: Postef Series (Walc Pub.)
Succeeding in the World of Work (McKnight and McKnight) -,

Succeeding on the Job: Self-Study Guide fpr Students (Card Set) (Interstate Printers
and Publisher's) v..

! A Working Woman's Guide. to Her Job Rights (U.S. Department of Lahor) 0

For written materials to be effective, the reading level and style must bappropriate for the
client, the content must be interesting, and the materials Must be available. Thus, materials that are
hard to read, that are presented in a style to which the client does notrelate, or that cannot be -

obtained without spending money or going across town to get them are not likely to be effective
tools for job adjustment counseling. Written materials are best used,for reinforcing'lfarning acquired
by other methods or providing information to clients who cannot participate in other training.

411

11

Career Planning -and Training Assistance

Career planning and training assistance are services that help clients identify and pursue their
career goals. Thele services are provided to clients who; after termination of employment and training,
programs, (1) have not chosen a career, (21have careers and wish to maintain them, (3) have careers
and wish to advance in those careers,or (4) have careers and wish to change to other careers.

There are two aspects of career planning and training assistance: career planning assistance, and
-referral to education and training programs.
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Career Plannip§ Assistance
.

..
Clients who c n-crii--Dlete CETA training programs often obtain employment in entry-level jobs

that do not ()her lohg-range career opportunities without further planning and, possibly,.fraining.
The aim of career planning assistance is to help clients improve present career paths or choose new
ones that fit their skills, interests, and occupational aspirations. Career planning assistance can be
developed through three approaches: "in-house" groups, individual career planning assistance, and

referral to agencies. All three approaches to career planning assistance are aimed athelping clients

, `(1), assess their skills, interests, and occupational aspirations; (2) explore career options (including
.. nontraditional career o ions);(d) choose new careers or,maintain their present ones;.and (4) imple:

.

0-1

meht their decision \-4_,
- , '

=
"In-house" group career planning assistance. Groups of clients are counseled in career planning

) by program staff. Although targeted at individUal needs, the counseling is delivered through struc-
tured group activities. The counseling includes sortie or all of the following activities: ' ,..

.Assessing- clients' skills, interests, occupatiOnal aspirations, and persbnality traits by using
aptitude and achievement tests, interests inventories, personality evaluations, and other

instruments.

Acquainting clients with career options through discussions, lectures, and career guidance

materials. Career.information shouldrnclude the following:
Nature of-work

.Working conditions
Hours of Work

. Salary or wage range
Opportunities for advancement
Required skills and attributes (manual dexterity, good vision):,
EducatiOn and training requirements (type, conterVength)
Other prerequisites (experience, license, certification, unicin or professional

gaup pembership)
,Equipment tO

Degree of sup responsibility
Kind of supervision- received

Instructing clients on the decision-making process to facilitate their choosing career paths

that match their career, interests. This activity could also include instruction on problem-

-
0 0

Aiding clients-in implementing their career decisions. This'activity is usually accomplished
by referring clients to appropriate training programs that.will prepare them for their

career choites.

Individual ca. reer planning assistance. Clients are counseled orf a one-to -one basis to help them

resolve career- related .questions or problems. The activities used to help individuals plan their career

may bee-the same ones used in group counseling. Clients may also be directed to career information
materials so that they can guide themselves in selecting career paths. Examples of such materials

follow: ,

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of Labor)

Ggide for Occupational Exploration (U.S. Employment Service).

Guide to Local Occupational Information (U.S. Employment service)
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Job Guide for Young Workers (U.S. Employment Service)
New Career Options: A Woman's Guide (Human Sciences Press)
Occupational Outlook Handbook Department of Labor)

Referral to community services for career planning assistance. Clients who need additional
assistance may be referred to community services that prOvide.career planning assistance:Although
this will vary by communities, such services are typically found in

, four-year colleges and universities;
community and junior colleges;
private groups and agencies;'
governmep agencies;
public adult schools; . -;
company personnel offices.

, .

Career planning assistance also can be locat ed through such sources as The National Center for
Educational Brokering (405 Oak Street, Syracuse, New York 13203), which publishes a national-
directOry of career planning services. Directories ot career planning 'services may also be available
from local sources or state departments of guidance.

Referral to Education and Training Programs
) 1

,
The purpose of referral is to rink clients with opportunities for further education of_training

(for example, postsecondary programs) that can help them.ackiieve theirs career goals. The process of
referral includes four activities: (1) helping clients identify educati'on,ancLtraikiing needs, (2) identify-
ing education and training programs, (3) linking clients with programs that meet their education and
training needs, and (4) helping clients implement their education and training plans.

o
1

Helping clients identify education and training needs. After clients have decided upon career.
goals, they are assisted in identifying short-term arid long.-term education and training needs to
pursue those goals. For example, it might be determined that a client needs adult basic Siucatton
(to upgrade basic academic skills) and then some type of postsecondary vocational training in the
chosen field.

.,

Identifying education and training programs. Organizations and institutions are identified that
offer the type of education or training sought by the client. Such organizatitfris and institutions might
include the following'.

., Proprietary school
Area vocational-technical schools
Technical institutes
Business and trade schools
Business or government sponsored training programs
Community colleges
Universities
Adult education programs through public schools
Correspondence course
Apprenticeships
Military training

°
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In addition to local sources of information, directorieg and guides such as the following nay
be used to identify programs in the area.of the client's eduiatiorLand training needs.-

. . , .
. 0-American Trade Schools Directory (Croner PublicatiIons,1974)

Barron's Guideto-Two-rear Colleges (Cpllege DivisiOn,.Barron's Educational Series, 1979)
Community, Junior, and Technical College Directo* (American Association of Community

0 and Junior Colleges, 1979)
: . it

.

Comparative Guide to Two-Year Colleges and Career Programs (Harper arid Row, 1976)
Directory of Postsecondary Schools with Occupational Programs (National Center for
Educational Statistic's, 1978) a.
Lcive y's Career ancl:VO dational School Guide (Simon and Schuster, 1978)

. 7

re such as catalogues, parrlphletgand brochures is-obtained to prov'ide the client with
such the follqwing about the progi:ams:

En anCe requirements (entrance, examination, education pr.erequisites,"mininium grade point
average, previous training,anneApn) Z '
Trainin,g4 tuition fees
?inancial aid possibilities (loans, wbi-k--study_ prrangernents, grant, an
Course requirements for -a' particufar degree, certificate, or license
Calendar of program offerings a
Schedule of classes . .

,t. e;Deadlines. for submitting applications, ; 7,16

- , ;Nit . tA o .l
. '4(. '

Linking clients with education and trainingp% The co. selor helps the client gain
enough information about the program anclinstitution, o be able to4nake a decision abotit pursuing
th'e training or education. 4# .

,:
.,

0 /.
t.

The directories, guides, pamphlets, and other written materials are stocked in order to provide
clients with gene.ral and speciric inforniation about the programs`. A browsing library might be estab-
lished to facilitate clients' access to the written materials. \, ..

cholars hips)

Fieliresen tatives of training programsmight be invited to'speak to groups of interested clients
about their programs! content,' admission requirements, costs,,a,nd other factors.

Clients are encouraged to visit the organizations or institutions that house the training programs
of interest to them, to view the facilities, and discuss the nature of the programs with admissions
staff, instructors, and students.- , tt

Where different types of training are available'in the chosen field (for example, apprenticeship,
vocational school, and community college),-the client is assisted in reviewing and comparing the '11 .

different prcigramstheir prerequisites, content, training time, type of instruction, training outcomes,
cost, and so onto determine the type of training that,best meets career goals and individual needs.

,

Helping Cli9nts Implement
Education and Training Plans

Communication is established with the admissions.i`taff of the training programs to inform them
of individual Clients' career goals and training needs. Dulling these contacts, information can be obtained
about the application proCedures, student selection process, deadlines for submitting applications, and
other matters related to entry. This inform4tion is then used to help the clients decide whether they
are eligible and in a position to take advantage of a particular program.
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Clients are assisted with procedures and problems related to matric on and participation in°

their desired programs. For example, the following kinds of assistance might be as needed:

.Completing applications
Scheduling and preparing for entrance tests *

Obtaining financial assistance

.Planning for training-related expenses (books, materials, tuition, due-s)
Making child-care and transportation arrangements

.......*

Referral to-Support Services
(

11

Referral to support services is provided to clients who need help in relieving personal problems..that interfere with their job success but are not directly related to their jobs2forexample, inadequatechild care or transportation. The actual help or service that the clients require is delivered by sourcesoutside the follow-through program. It is the counselor's function to help clients identify their prob-
.

= lems and to direct them to the services.
, .

,

. Helping Clients Identify Personal Problems

I ,
Clients are guided in examining their respective employment situations and discerning those

factors in their personal lives that imptree their optimum job performance. Clients are encouraged to
express what they seras impediments to their job success but are discodaged from relying on programstaff to make judgme-nis aboUt their personal situations orlo solve peitonal problems for them.. .

s
Directing Clients to Sources of Assistance p.

Once the problems have been identified, the clients are made aware of service deliverers that canprovide help in abating the problems. If a support services referral handbook is available, it is used to
provide clients with basic information (name of agency, address, phone number, scope of service)
about those' service deliverers.

The following are examples of personal problem categories that might interfere With clients'
job success and the service deliverers that might be expected to provide assistance in solving theproblems: .,

'Child care

a,

'Counseling

private day care centers
o r. ,church sponsored educatidn centers

county family services

community mental health centers
private counselipg Cervices
public and private hospitals
church-sponsored social services

Is.

4

t Financial assistance

0

budget counseling community action programs
consumer credit counseling services
small business administration
utility companies
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rent supplement local hou;ing authority
'housing financial assistance local homestead department

Health

oat.: Legal bs_sjztance

hospitals
public health services
community outpatient clinics

local bar association
local Legal Aid or legal rights service
legal clinics -
city prosectar's office
local court orcommon pleas
municipal court
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